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THE LE P GER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 6
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.
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Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon May 19, 1938
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Congratulations!

More Noted Men and Women Have Gone Forth From Hazel Than From Any Other Community in the Whole Jackson Purchase in Comparison to Population

1

Congratulations! We Wish You Success!
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Our deepest Felicits:tions to this year's High Sc#hool
Graduating Class, for your present accomplish-

ments; and

trust you

will carry on in the future,

with the noble heritage, an endowment bestowed
upon you by your fathers and mothers, who have

Compliments of The "Big Store In The, Little City"
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sacrificed that you might attain your goal.
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Extends Warmest Congratulations
Each Member of the Ciasa.of •1938
-Of Hazel High School
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anized the)second month of the
Whitnell.
Mis.
Marvin
Ivy.
Hugh Thompson. Mrs. Nannie
• • • • •
last school term being eight months
Mt.' and Mrs. Henry Willoughby,
old. The membership et present ii
UDC Holds Regular Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Rafe Willoughby,

Mrs. Dillard Finney is on the
sick Het
Preaching was held at Coldwater
PHONE 247, PLEASE
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor,
picking church Sunday afternoon. May lb.
Setting tobacco end
her
the
opened
for
'
double
Mrs
Farmer'
Ed
probably
will
arid
50
George Willoughby.
strawberries is the order of the I Mr. and Mrs. Cary Richie and
Saturday, May 21
home Wednesday' afternoon for coming year. The members launch-1 day in this community.
l daug ter, Sue. Mr. and Mrs. StanJim Lawrence. Billie Williams,
The Mac Dowell Music Club will the regular meeting of the- UDC. ed a drive on campus beautificairkland were guests of Miss'
J. D. Williams happened to a ley
Frank Lawrence and children. Mar- meet at 7:30 p m. at the home of
She was assisted in eutertaining tion and planted shrubs and built very painful accident Saturday. Alice Grant, Sunday. May 15.
Garland,
Luther
vin and Louise.
Miss Rebecca Robertson.
Irvan Jones is another on the
by Mts. Luther Robertson, Mrs. a 180 foot walk. Two interesting May 7. . He cut his thumb off
John Garland and daughter, Neva
sick list. We wish fer them all a
Luther Jackson and Mrs. Dixie and amusing programs were pre. while cutting se:ye wood.
ZZ
May
Monday.
Fay. Mr and Mrs. Gelden RagsMrs. Will Darnell and daughter, speedy recovery.-K. T. Did.
Robinson. The hospitable home sented which kidded immensely to
Mrs. M. G. Carman will be host'dale, Noble Hurt and son. Ted,
Mrs. William Seuth, have had the
roses
of
bowls
with
the
year
the
During
funds.
the
bridge
Mr. and WS. Euing Thompson, eat to the Monday afternoon
s.
and columbine from Mrs. Farmer's mothers made costumes for the flu.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Mrs. Vannie Hurt and daughter, club at her home.
The Reverend Mr. Evans filled
vi
io.vely
ga7den
lovely
A
afternoon each week.
grade children's operetta.
his regular appointment at the
Frankiee Mrs. Chloe Johnson. Will
During the business session the banquet areommodating 135 peo- Coldwater Melhectist Church, SunTuesday. May 24
Hoford, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lee.
of the ftlLowing ufficers were elected for
meeting
postponed
The
ple was planned and prepared in day, May 8;
Young people present were Paul
--,---- Lynn Greve Missionary. Society
1 Mrs. Clyne Stury, Meredith Story,
Baker Circle of the Alice Waters next year: Mrs. W. P. Roberts, honor of Supt. T. C. Arnett. DeleMrs. Raymond Sanders is unimMeets
Miss Mary Frances
of
Mr. and Mrs. Festus Story. Ran- and Ralph Ragsdale, lwood and Missionary Society will be held chairman: Mrs. George Hart, vicePupils
gates were sent to the district meet- proved and her father, Frank
dolph. J. R.. and Saradell, Mr. and Hughes Phelps, Edna May Giles. at three o'clock at the home of chairmar
Spear presented a dance recital
Mrs. B. W. Overbey.
Hargrove, is on the sick list.
The Lynn Grove Missionary Somembers
15
Dorothy
and'
also
Bertha
Paducah.
at
ing
Franklin,
Zaneanne and
secretai2: Mrs. Luther Robertson,
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Broach 'at- entitled "Perseverance." a pantoMrs. Robert Smith.
. elety met with Mrs. I. T. Craw- I Mrs: Hugh Story,
present at the joint meeting tended church at Coldwater', SunWells. Oren" and .Radford Wells,
Mrs. A. if were
recorgft %secretory;
mime set to music, at the college
41 ford, recently, for the May meete Donald Heigh, Mr. and Mrs. Har•
.
Houston,
Alford
Barnett,
Nix Harris of Lynn day, May 8.
Rudy
pasiiiday, may 24
evening.
Wednesday
Lassiter, registrar; and Mrs. M. at Hazel. Mrs.
euditoriurn
Ang--.The program. was as fellesvie- VeY :-ISterre_and JO Nell, Mr. and
rove serves as seCtetary to the" Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Turner
The Magazine' Club will meet D. Holton, historian.
'
Mrs. *Ted Howard, Ruceeple Volene Kathleen arid Joe Lee- Gardeer,
Song. "0 Zion Haste."'
18, at 845 o'clock.
May
and Mr. and Mrs. Truman Turner The girls' music . club .of Murray
Scripture Reading. Mrs. Craw- and VOris. Mr. and Mrs. One Key, Howard Arlon and Clyde Will- at 2:45 p. M. at the home of Miss
The' program consisted of read- county organization.
Very definite plans have been were visiters in Si. Louis last State was spons.r of the event
ford.
•
Ores: Lowell, and Hester Brown: oughby-, W. C.. Annie, Hellen-and Cappie Beale.
lisks by Misses Jane R...berts .and
• Prayer, The Rev. E. R. Roach.
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuykendall. Albert Ragsdale, Ruts, Alfred,
anda Farmer, a report on' the made for the future and with the week.
which featured Naomi Lge WhitTalks on "Sixty Years in China" and Preston. Mr. and 'Mrs. Glathen Ivan, Elvin, and Robert Thompson,
Bellingrath Gardens at Mobile by aid and cooperation of each patron . Members of the ColdWater Meth- nell and other Murray children in
were given by Mrs. Bun Swann.
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El
Edna
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t
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istri
Waterfiqd,
„renovated
bgve
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Lois
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Mr.
Verde
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school
edist
'IA
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high
meke
danee. sequences. Little Miss lino
ETITerTee,
improves its looks
manager, presided over a three- 14 Mrs. Zelna -Carter on the res, theeebeat for our .children to at- church which
_
Mrs. Haney Kuykendall, James May Elkins,
nell played the part of Patti DuRogers.
'Geneva
HarHargis,
Treva
Wells.
greatly.
.
National
the
course luncheon at
tend. We especially thank each
toration of Williamsburg.
rear', who due to a knee injury is,
------"Toctay in China:* Mrs. B. W. .Howard and Hassel: Mr. and Mrs. gis. Ruth Wells James Owen. L.
misare
you
believe
hotel and presented a program of
Eagle, I
Albert Key. Bonnell and Bobby,
Story.
During the social hour the hosts person who has contributed their
with being a prernapopulation of confronted
- served delicious - refreshments.
"John Wesley's Life," Mrs..' 1. T. Mrs. - Hollie Key, Mr. and Mrs. V Ross. Lestel Elkins, Buel Hargis. talented entertainers.
toiumre,enttaelrentatineffmeonritss,a-nandd-oumronoeyrgatno.• taken,. abeet the .
nent -cripple unless she exercises
think.
I
124.
are
There
Lovett,
Coldwater.
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Margie
Marine
and
The afternoon session was d.
Crawford.
Deck Story and Polk. Mr. and Mrs.
persistently. He r father has im•
instead o'f 107.
voted to the initiation of a large
'Memoir ef Mrs. E. H. James' Tolbert Story and Tommy Dan. Ottis Elkins, Mary Lue Hargis.
tuition to make it a success,
plored help of her governess. The
Is
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Bart-Mahn
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Ben
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and
Mr.
class of candidates from over the
• • • •• q
Life' by Mrs. Hardy Rogers.
Mrs. Dimple. Hays, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter will to dance predominated during
Announced
and
Youngblood
Trude.
district, the awarding of proBenediction,'Mrs. E. E. Douglass. Hafford Story, Bonnie Faye and Mrs. Stegner Entertains With
Dr. and Mrs. Prince Hart an- Music Club Has Program On
visited . their mother. Mrs. J. B. Mardi Gras. when the child sees
ficiency certificates and 25-'year
le.pleasant social hour was spent. Linda Kay. Bill Waldr.p. and Mr,
Birthday Party
others perform. So, having overHurt Sunday afternoon,
the engagement of their
nounce
Music
School
Public
membership pins, the report of
Mrs. Crawford was assisted- in and Mrs. Tilgham Orr.
Amos Youngblood. Coldwater. come the stiffness, after weeks of
to
Anabel
Hart.
Miss
daughter,
TiiesdaY
met
Club
Music
The
of
acceptance
Mrs. B. J. Stagner entertained committees, the
last week. Ballet Barre Ivork, she throws
entertaining by, her granddaughter.
Friends present were the Rev.
Mr. Robert Ernst Mahn. Athen. evening in the,,home ef Mrs. Vern- %fretted his sei at Gob,
Mary Anna' Carter. Miss Carter and R. F. Gregory. pastor of West with a birthday party. Saturday Mayfield's invitation to, the 1039 Ohio, ;:n of Mr And Mrs.
Grace Nell and Joe Waldrop away her ctutcheand. joins in the
Henry on Stubblefield, Jr., with Mrs. Joe
visited their sister. Mrs. Pauline
also assisted the host in serving Fork church, and Mrs. Gregory, afternoon, honoring little Miss convention, and the election of the
Christian Mahn, New Knoxville, Parker and Mrs. Mayme Ryan Cobb last week, and picked straw- festivities of the day.
a must delicious plate lunch. As Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Churchill, Mur- Martha Jean Stegner on her sixth •following district officers:
place
take
Ohio. The wedding will
Davis assisting hosts.
berries,
favors each member received a ray. Mr. and Mrs. L. C. 'Jones, birthday. Misses Janice Lyon and
Mrs. Mayme Hort. Cunningham, In June.
crowd attended the ice
was
arge
The subject for the evening
Thel
C. Orr. Todd county, has
•
tube- ruse bulb.
Murray, John Davidson. Spurgeon Mahala Sue Haymes assisted in president; Mrs. Mary Fisher, Bardnight. Patsy
'Public School Music" with the foie cream • supper here. Saturday
raid 2•400 feet - of- terrace line and
Enoch.; Paris, Miss Maurine John- entertaliiiria.
well, vice-president; Mrs Jessie
cool
too
,was almost
The 'wether
lowing numbers presented:
The honoree received many pret- Houston, Murray, past guardian; Seniors Are Entertained With
a terrace outlet with check dams.
son, Gordon Casey. Paducah,. Mr.
for t he ice epee m supper
Story Family Has Reunion
Gypsy Fete
Paper. "Public School Music,"
and Mrs.. Oscar Robinson, Mr. and ty gifts. Pictures were made end- Mrs. Mary Swann, Lynn Grove.
The senior -.,u, Murray High Mrs. Waylon Rayburn: "Alice Blue _
A very delightful day was spent Mrs. Cora Lockhart, Mr. and Mrs games pleyed. A clever fishing cheplein; Mrs. Ethel Clements,
School were guests of the juniors Gown," Tierney, and "Will You r
each
in
which
prayed
was
game
and
Pitman.
Bettye
D.eSteldart,
S.^
Miss.
Mayfield.
financial
secretary:
of
west
at West Fork Church,
.
child caught a balloon and a bag Mayrell Johnson, • Murray, corres- at a loVely banquet in the gym...! Remember?" Roinberg, High School
'Murray. Sunday, May 15. The Earl Knight.
of candy.
ponding secretary; Mrs. Iva Wil- riasium Saturday .evening, May 14, trio composed of Annie Lee Gat.
children of the. late Mr. and Mrs.
A. pretty cake holding sik can- liams, -Pryorsburg. attendant; Miss 'at 7 p. m.
lin; Mayme Ryan and Miriam Me- S. J. Story with their families .for Ening Thompson Honored
Crepe paper in
bright gypsy
dles was served with ice cream. Alice Bea Roberts, Murray. assistElrath, accompanied by Frances
several generations met the-IT for
On Birthday
Those present were Martha Jean ant attendant; Mrs. Fay Roberts, hie transformed half of the gym- Sledd.
MR. H. KROM
church services after which a,
into a veritable gypsy
nasium
Paper, "Life of Lowell Mason."
bountiful dinner was spread.
Friends and relatives gathered Stegner. Wanda and Juanita Cope. Murray.. R. 3, chairman of audiWill Be in Murray
Specialist,
Aid
Hearing
set
for
were
four
Tables
camp.
Jean
Jimmy Thomasson. Margaret
tors; Mrs., Stella Jones, Fulton,
Miss Lula Clayton Beale; Report. I
There were ten children in this at the home a Euing Thompson,
Sylvia
where
the
campfire
aruund
•
Nell
Humphries. Grace and Jo
second auditor; Mrs. Rozella Out"Work in Summer Music Camps.
family, eight of them are living Sunday, May 15. and surprised
Packman, dressed in gay colors
him on his 57th birthday with a Williams. _Anna Mary Washam, land. Murray Route 3, third audiMiss Roberta Whitnah.
At the National Hotel to Presen. the New
and were present.
gypsy
a
to
bangles,
danced
and
Donald and .Edna Earle Starks. tor; Mrs. Bradley, Paducah. junior
Minuet in G-Beethoven. Train- !
Children present on this occasion delicious dinner.
was
campfire
miniature
A
tuu,..
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. MAry Alice Hopkins. Jack and supervisor; Mrs. 'Jewel McClain,
ing School woodwind trio, Robert
were Mr. and Mrs. John Enoch.
Bobbie Lou Samon, Mrs, Pleze Fulton, captain; Mrs. Martha Car- In the Center of each table and at
Mr. and Mrs. John Stery. Mr. and Gardner. Ragsdale and son, Joe
plate was a lovely memoir Cherry, Louise Vey Putnam and
each
Clay
Mrs.
Henry
Cope.
Mrs.
Cope,
ter,
Murray,
musician:
Mrs.
Phelps,
Ernest
and Mrs. Raymond
Mrs. Jim Story. Mr. Asher Story Taz.
booklet in gold and black, contain- Oliver Hood.
Thomassdn and Abe hest-s_ e-.
Jonee Mayfield, inner sentinel;
.Quartett.''Happy .Farlinej."
. of Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Alan Mr. and Mrs. Hardin 'Giles and
*--ir-qr
•
_ -41e Men -PrQW-8,41%. the „names- ..Eiddlee
Mrs' Me'Marie-WrISTOir;'Dekter,
Story, Mr. and Mrs. Sieg-le -Story. children. Romual and Joan. Mr.
Of the faculty, juniors and senior Schuman, Nancy Dolly Wolfson,
outer sentinel.
Free Demonstration Will Be Given at the* Hotel
.and Mrs. Elmus and Mrs. Ervie Willoughby and Woodmen's Circle Holds Annual
Paris, Tenn..
classes, and pages, for autographs. Richard Hood, Kathryn Boggess
Or At Your Home
Convention On May 14
After • the closing exercise the
Jenes. Mr. and Mrs. Rcy Sty. deughter, Evelyn, Mr. and Mrs.
A delicious three course menu and Jane Roberts.
Mr.
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Martin.
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a
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Orandchildren
correctly fitted
which Jack Pritchard, freshman at. gram the hosts served a delicious
Jackson Purchase district held its
hard of hearing. fhe deafened can now be
tives present were, Mrs. Attie Mrs. Will Miller and daughter. annual convention at Murray, Sat- With the Murray grove as hosts. Murray State College, accompa- salad plate.
and given good hearing once again.
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Myles and daughters Lucy Lee. Mr.
Accepted By
nied by `Frances .Sledd, played seurday. in the college gymnasium.
Council of Physical Therapy
and Mrs. Jarvis and baby. Tommy. sop and children. Ronald and Sue. Dr. James H. Richmond. president Missionary Circles Meet Tuesday lections from the operetta. "ChoORCHESTRA TO BROADCAST
and
Hopkins
Medical Association
Henry
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and
Mr.
American
Mr .and Mrs. Edward -Curd,. Mr.
Mrs. B. 0. Langston and Mrs. nita" on his' violin. The food was
of Murray College, welcomed the
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•and Mrs. Will Wilson and Boyce. children, Wilma Jane and Ben. 150 guests to the college campus C. C. Duke were hostesses Tues- served by the freshman and sophThe Training Schoo7 orchestra I.
J. B. and Opal. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Mr. .and Mrs. Arvie Williams. Mr. and Max B. Hurt, Past Consul, ad- day afternoon at the home of Mrs. omore girls in gypsy costume.
MR_ KROM at National Hotel or Write
and musical ensembles will broad-1
burn Spann and Nytree and Enoch, and Mrs. Clay Wells.
prodinner
the
after
Langston
the
for
meeting
of
The following
on "Growth of
cast 'from station WPAD in PaduMr. and Mrs. Jesse Barnett and 'dressed the group
'Cleeatus Enoch. Mr. and Mrs.
Fraternalism in Kentucky". Mrs. Bell Circle of the Alice Waters gram was given:
cah from 1:15 to 2:00 o'clock SatMemphis, Tenn.
Boyce Story and Eloise of Clinton. daughter, Mildred. Mr. and Mrs; Bertha Reading. state manager Missionary Society.
744 Sterick Bldg.
T. astmaster. Pat Gingles; The
urtley afternoon, Training School
Lloyd Housten and children. Ann
Ky., .Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Eskridge
Mrs. W. A. Bell presided over Call of the Wild, Joe Ward; Heed,
brought greetings from over the
announced this morning. 1,
Blytheville, Ark.. John Story, Jr.. and 'Franklin, Mr. and Mrs. Jim state of Kentucky.'
session. Mrs. W. J. ing the 'Call, Mac Coleman; Gypsy officials
_
Neal.
Hugh
children,
and
Watkins.
and
Story
Ortis
Mrs.
al Fulton. Ky..
Packman: Our
Caplinger
conducted the
Bible 'Dance, Sylvia
over
presided
Houston
B.
E.
Mrs.
Shirley.
and
Harry.
Joe.
Doris,
)i
liaducithe
James Daniel cf
the convention and district of- study based on the book of John. Kings and Queens. Helen Raker;
Coy Robinson. Union City. Tenn.. Mr. and Mrs.- Willie Barnett. Mr. ficers were selected from various Mrs. Jesse Wallis told a story, Around the Camp Fire, Gerry
chiland
Gardner
Willard
.Mrs.
and
Nell
Misses Thyra Dell and Sue
groves who creditably filled their "John 3:18", and Mrs. 0. T. Skaggs Hurt; poem, Virginia Veat. must.
Starr Paris,. Tenn, Mr. and Mrs. dren, Ruth, Millidean, and Patty stations. The drill teams in uni- gave "The Life of Bishop Lane." Miriam McElrath, Annie Lee Gae
Owens,
Robert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Clifton Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Grant Jane.
The hostesses served a delicious lin. eyed Mayme Ryan; The Gyp
forms from Fulton and Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Moss, Mr. and
Styles, Gene Jones.
ritualistic services. salad plate. There were twenty- sy Trail. Principal Ed- Filbeck.
the
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Mrs.
and
Mr.
Cook,
Graves Story. Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. Houston
three present.
Everett, B. Crane was direct.
for the Musical numbers
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The Putnam Circle met at the
home of Mrs. Albert Lassiter 'with 1.ynn Grove P.-T.A. Holds
Miss Alice Waters assisting -host- ...Last Meet
ess.
The, Lynn Grove P.T.A. he,.:
The Bible study was conduct- its adjourn meeting on
6,
ed by Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Mrs.
oz.
program
interesting
An
Leslie Putnam read a pamphlet on "Health and Safety" was conducted j
"Cooperation", and clippings were by Mrs Palmer Butterworth. The!
read by several members.
discussions were given by Mrs.
Lovely refreshments were served
Effie Myers, Mrs. Jennie Rogers,
at
the
of
conclusion
the
ACCESSORIES!
program.
Mrs. Mattie Crouc7e Mrs. Clara
What to give Miss Graduate''38?
There
were
about
twenty
present.
Butterworth and Mrs Ruby Arnett.
Excitingly new accessories from Gladys Scott's!
• • • • •
hint
The oficers for the coming year
These are young and gay as herself-with a
!
Mother's
Club
Meets At
with a
.were elected as follows:
of sophistication she'll adore! Accessories
Training School
President, Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch;
The Mother's Club met at the
pyactical side too-she'll wear these all Summer
Mrs. Bun Swann;
vice-president,.
boxes.
Training School last Friday afterlong! All in lovely gift
Miss Ann Herron; treas- N
s
noon with the first grade mothersecretary.
as hosts. Mrs. T. W. Crawford, urer. Miss Model: Miller.
The following committee chair- 4)
chairman. presided.
Musical numbers were given by men were selected:
Membership, Mrs. Clifton Key:
the toy orchestra from the first
grade and the wcodwind triofinance. Mrs. Edna McReynolds;
publicity, Mrs. May Ford; program. S.
I)
Miss Alice Waters spoke on Mrs. Nix Harris; hospitality, Mrs.
"Home Life In China," and had Joel Crawford magazine, Mrs. Jenan interesting display of articieisi nie, Rogers. Refreshments were
from China.
served by group.4.
Rollins Ringless
The hosts served dainty refreshThe Lynn Grove Unit was orgthe industrymerits at.....the conclusion of the
Distillation will make our solvent the purest known to
Distillaprogram. The first grade had the
LONGER.
CLEAN
STAY
-CLOTHES
Make colors brighter
most mothers present.
soil that dissolve in the solvent. Now
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Hard of Hearing
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Acousticon Institute of Memphis

Quality Supreme-Boone Cleaners
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Quality
Supreme-

Grand GIFTS . . .

cor Graduates.
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Setting a HIGHER
STANDARD in
Dry Cleaning

We Announce the Installation of
Three New Additions to Our
Plont, Rendering Quality
Supreme

1

tool
ish •
ure,
wed
lase

0 1. A Vacuum Still

Sheer.1d-o- ft

NOW _ON SALE

$1.00

Bridge Club Meets With'
Plants
All
Mrs. Davis
The Wednesday afternoon bridge Plants and Prices to suit
Your Needs
cTub met "this week with Mrs

•
New Gloves
$1.00
ttillite

Dainty Lingerie
In Crepe, Georgette and Satin
$ .59 up
Panties ...sit:
1.00 up
Slips
1.95 up
Dance Sets
.59 up
Brassieres
1.95 up
Gowns
; $4.95 and $5.95
Negligees
$ 00
Georgette Hankies
50c
.
:
Hankies
Linen
Hand made

gloves

Mayme Ryan Davis at here home
on Smith Sixth street. Prize for
high ,score was won by Mrs. J.
H. Branch.
COvely refreshments were served
and each guest was presented a
clever favor. .
Guests were the members and'

BUY NOW!.

and ness
novelty

leathers.

$1 up
Beaded and Sequin
Evening Bags
$1.95

S

E

I
al)

V

2. Tumbler Deodorizer and
Delinter
caused by
Forced feed pure air. (No more offensive cleaning odor, completely
tumbler
This
deodorizing.)
impure solvent and insufficient
removes all lint and reirivea,flap.

North 4th Street
PHONE I88-W

CY
A

3. Nellie Silk Press
operThis new silk press will actually enable Miss Wachtel, our dress
ever ator, to restore -more lustre and a more beautiful finish, than
before in our history.
This new machinery enables us to give a higher quality cleaning.at
cheaper prices than ever before.

NEW ASSORTMENT
Of Sheer Dresses In The
_Sue and Sun Beam
Sunny
_
Lines Priced at.98c-to $2.98
•
I WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR CALL •

MISS

'
TS_.SCOTT
GLAD
ast Side' Court Square

tion removes all impurities and
and make whites
all liquid impurities removed that dull bright colors,
garments.
your
of
feel
cleaner
the
look yellow. You'll marvel at

WOODS FLORISTS

We Have A
. Smart Bags

§
CO

•

in smeetia-litkries, netk.

Washable white
In
bags
pastel

Tel. 234

•
13ESSIE BRANION

We Offer a Highly Skilled Personnel and By Far a Finer
Equipped Cleaning Plant

BOONE CLEANERS
South Side Square

At Turners

, Murray, Ky.

_

Quality Supreme-Boone Cleaners - Tel:234 <
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Farmers Advised
To Mow Pastures

to

meets this year. It
Murray Trackrnen Southern Illinois Normal Universa Dauber Is Winner
FSA Headquarters'Boone Cleaners
Of Preakness Race
at Carbondale, 1014-21as.
Advises Customs' Adds New Helps To Go To Berea i7,
while it clowped its traditiopal
! Boone Cleaners installed this With Victory Over Western, rival, Western, 87-30, in a meet BALTIMORE. May 19-Dauber,
Debtor Farmers May Be

ClinieHospital Notes I

The following patients wert
nutted to the Clinic Hospital to,
Declares
here last week-end.
heaney Says Stich Procedure week:
the horse that didn't start running
week three pieces of , the must
Thoroughbreds Hope to Win
,
Aided Adjustors of Their
Coach Stewart hopes to make a in the Kentucky Derby until it
of
Seeding
Will Lessen
1
inoclern cleaning equipment, memChampionship
Mrs Milton Walston, New CI:inAccounts
representative showing in Murray's
Weeds on Meadous
bers of the firth said today. The
cord, Miss-Ethel londaw. Murray:
was too late, found the shorter disfirst trip -to the meet. He hopes
a
of
consists
vacuum
renovation
be
will
Colter
State
Murray
Ernest Delk. Murray: Hichard BogSettlements between farmers who I
KIAC
the
break
of the forty-eighth Preakness
tance
to
Gudauskas
By eliminating weeds that com- •
Still, a tumbler deodorizer and de- represented at the KIAC track for
-'Murray rsutes One Dunn.
are debtors and their creditors
at Pilmico's rain-soaked (sitars..
of 134'13" in discus.
record.
press.
silk
a
new
and
pete with desirable pasture grasses Murray: Miss Lois Walston; Dex!enter,
history,
in
first
time
meet for the
have aided approxirnately 6,0811
The team will leave Sunday, and made to his order and romped ta
for food and moisture iarmers can ter,- Dorsey O'Dell. Murray; -.Mas23, 'according to an
farm families in this 5-state ream/11 The stil us for the distillation Monday, May
an impressive victory Saturday.
Tuesday.
return
aiStsting
era
Kenliarsvon
today by
made
develop a
ter Max Tutt. twat Murray;
Dauber won by seven lengths
to stay on their farms. This word I of the cleaning solvent after each announcement
for
glazins
Lan
sod and pro'lide bettor
neth Lee. Murray; Mrs. Ida
here from regional run.• This removes all trace of Coach Stewart.
over a field which included Fightreceived
was
Horthe
of
president
Hormel.
J.
fi
Mat:
Mrs. J.
their livestock. according to
odor, the opecastes:, Artno Route
Coaches Miller and Stewart will
and Bull Lea, Can't .Wait
Farm Security Administration ot- color and rancid
mel Packing Company, is chairman ing Fox
Cheaneyi, Coner% at wills& of the Chriiinara New Concord: A..'
Ca Dyer. county rehab- rators said, which may show up in carry ten men to Berea. Captain of the Minnesota World's Faiir and Menow. Larwin, winner oa
-G.by
hers
clothes-especially light sunimer Bill McRaven, Bill Thompson, Ross
Soil Conservafiue vr lee a:eis near Inman, Murray: Lee Waters,
Kentucky Derby, was not a.
ilitation su_pervisor of the FSA.
Commission named by Governor the
Hamlin, dear a
Murray:
Murray.-.
outfits-after they are cleaned.
Magruder, Pete Gudauskas, Lewis
Benson to take charge of entreat is the Preakness Derby.
debt adjustment does not
"Farm
Elmer
I.
Williams,
D.
.'J.
Mita
don's
Lacey
The tumbler is the last - word in Applegate, Herman Morris.
Early mowing Is desirable, but
at the 1939 Goldthe state's
alw4S mean 'reduction of the'
Grove', -Mrs. Hollye Lulea .Muria.deodorizing and removing the lint Downey. Sammy Goodman, Joe
one; ritowtn2 aidn't do 7ttki!=
A rairead exhibitkyalued at more
aPasi.tion•
Inlernationalal
Gate
en
-Indiema
a'mount owed," Dyee- said. "Very,
-Morris
Mary
Miss3:leave ,Spaulding. and Tom Atwell will
frorri_all--garments afid
- Weeds come in cycles and pastures
0 will be a feature of
than-$l.000,00
o
ap
made
repaynew
Murray:
Means
is
simply
it
Stotts,
!often
Commission
Wilbert
The
Marfay;
them absolutely without cleaning make the trip.
must he. mowed several times duiWorld's Fair of the Weak
1939
the
Alleaders.
Knight;
an
with
extencivic
arrangements,
Oglesby,
ment
and
__MmIlarold
split in its two track business
Murray has
odor,.-- The new ailk press. remotes
mg.'rhc rrowing - wason to
=mem
.•
ored Miura%
t siun of tune ranted by the cred—thealesmeamid-geatii-a-mokia-assiasiEat-F:7c,,
reSeed n
ellswere
Sometimes such arrangements tiful finish to all types of ladies
The talkie/mg patients
itor.
weed seed ',lust be destroyed be- nussed frian the Clinie Hisapital
necessitate. a longer term for the fine dresses.
fore the seed matures._
This week:
maw.„, farmer, or a definite plan of farm
and
The firm is now having open
O'Keefe
Dennis
The best 'time for movans Is as
Miss Mary Morris. Wilbert Stotts,
operation satisfactory to debtor
house, and invites the public to
in 'Mold That Kiaka. at
soon -as the- bloom appears. At tbm 24-urraiY1 Lola Perry, colored, Mur- O'Sullivan
. 9F
come in and see the new machinTheatre next Tharsday
stage the food reserve of weeds ray; agrs. Maurice Caldwell, Mur-• the Capitol
• the service is rendered without ery in operation.
"
Friday.
Murray;
and
there
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but
_point,
Arthur
lowest
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is at ,ats
cost to debtor Of. creditor, Dyer
is no danger of scattering seed Mrs. Thompson Adam*, Puryear:
Much said, and is bcneficial to both parrecovers.
field
first
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until
Murray;
Shoemaker,
Mend
Miss Marie
by the mowing operation.
pasture is predated- by pas- ties inasmuch as it enables the
pulling and hoeing will control Miss Lois' Walston, Dexter: Lee! more
Williams.1 turing in this manner. On than farmer to go on with his operaweeds ell areas which cannot be Waters, Murray, J D.
land, top dressing with nitrate of tions and assures the creditor of
Lynn Greve.
reached with. a mower.
soda will greatly increase the receiving as much of his investsod
pasture
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amount of pasture made from se- ment as the farmer can posaibly
through the use of sufficient
pay. The work is done by a county
den grass.
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amounts of lime and fertilizer has
AGENT NOTES
COUNTY
not be committee of local citizens, and the
&band
grass
Sudan
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Sexton will
ovaseirially epluced the problem of
planted before the soil IR thorough-i FSA supervisors, arid consists of leave Friday of this week oh a
•
cothe
of
many
on
central
weed
Sudan grass has reeeiitlyaattract- ly warm. Perhaps the best date I bringing the debtor and --creditor two weeks' trip in the Eastern
operating farms in the 1,1ea.- With
much attention as a pasture t of seeding is from the middle of togethei to talk over theta mutual States. First they will go to New
ed
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proper fertilizing, desirable
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY eral'years sedan grass was grown however, and an early seeding is
Miss Sexton is on a leave of ab"OD-" CIRCLE CONVEN- chiefly as -a hay crop. For the pre- particalarla desirable for pasture.
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by
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season
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Sudan grass coetains enough our
long remain." nounced early this week its engi2 to give the stalks a sweetish our much - beloved aad helpful dear; they may not
the guests on the college campus. stagier
To the, aged father, Mr. Alonzo neers were "far advanced" on
faitha
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conto the °thee ,peakers of the
Beaman, and the sisters and broth- preliminary* explorations at the
taste. It matures much quicker Mrs. E. H. dames,
ti Murray. Grove as hosts than ordinary, sorghum 'and two ful and efficient member of the ers, also the widow and children,
‘-enti
site of its proposed Gilbertsville
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we extend sympathy and may the
and to others who -made poSsible oi three crops -or -hay per year Lynn Greve'Methodist
dam nai- here.
Woman's
Great Burden Bearer Jesus comthis. happy
e`a`n be producedin Kentucky with Sunday School. and
Eugene Prokop. chief of the 'enalways being fort you in this great sorter.
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Mrs. point that "no surprises" were exto help carry on the work visited the family of Mr. and
means,
FURTHERMORE be'it resolved stantly. It may be- pastured usually
J. Paschall. last week. Their pected in the foundation.
that •;,n,• copy of !hest: resolutions
thereof.
ctatighter. Miss Louise. , returned
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Rumy Radford of near Pur-' founch bed rock at 95 feet. The
"national o!ice in Omaha. Neb.
Mrs.
for-pass
heavy seeding is desirable
suffered a great loss in her going;.'year spent several day,s last week overburden was 2;10t so great in the
5:gra ri.
giVes a thickei
tare purposes. ai
L E. Hurt
and will greatly miss her presence. with her daughter. Mrs. A. C. Orr river bed itself: _
•
turf which • stands tramping bet- her council. her labors ,and her and Mr. Orr. .
W.. B -McClain
-Housing experts from the TVA
ter It is reesimmeraied. that 25 material support in all of their
'.1rs A. F. W:lson.
regional planning staff have been
— pounds of seed per acre be med.' work:
s
Governor R. L. Cochran of Ne- looking cver pOssible sites for the
that it -be drilled in safth'the orda
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"There's a Reason"
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nary grain drill,
'First, that we extend to the be- ent Nebraskans on his state's and temporary living quarters for
a harrow. reaved family our heart-felt symcast 'and covered w:
World's Fair Commission, to plan workers.
,and Deep .covering should be avoided. pathy In their and our great loss. the state display at the 1939 Golden
The .Gilbertsville reservoir basin
Sulaan grass can Le sown in rows, May God's . blessings be .upon us. Gate International Expiation on will cover normally about 160.000
Watch for Our Sign on the Construction Jobs Here
about 24 inches _apart and cultiSecorid. that we do our utmost Treasure Island in San Francisco acres. TVA land appraisers are at
vated and it is claimed that it will to-try to carry on the iitfirle• of the, Bay.
work now in the area,
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oomminnimmilbSociety
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UNITES ALL THESE ADVANCED COOKING AND BAKING

J. D. -Sextons Will
Attend Graduation
Of Daughter, Ruth

I

Chief of Engineers
Says Work on Dam
Is Far Advanced

RESOLUTIONS

THE MURRAY LUMBER -COMPANYIS-abie-W
supply plans and specifications of origin41 and
architecturally correct designs for low and medium
priced homes approved by the F.H.A. Just think-through this service, you can have all the advantages of good architecture, beauty of design and
construction value enjoyed by one building a larger
and more costly home. We can offer a wide selection of small home plans, representative of the best thought and experience of architects apecializing in the small home field. Come in today and
look over our books. . .you're sure to find just the
home you want . . . at the price you want to pay.
Just Count the Number of Homes Being Built
This Year By The

•

Murray Lumber Co.

PAINTING

BUILDERS OF QUALITY HOMES

PAPERING
Done Right •

Frigidaire Electric Range

well.

Headquarters For

HOMESTEAD & AGRICO,
FERTILIZERS
Soy Bean Seed, Virginia Brown, Yellow Mammoth
and Southern Lareda
Inoculation for Soy Beans
•

North 3rd .t:—Phone 101

WEEK END SPECIALS
.5

One lot Men's ,Reg ular $1 Dress Shirts,
:Fancies, Preshrunk
Special on Hanes Regular 35c 9Cc
.
Lae) Shirts
1nderwear, Shorts

1

39C
69'
25
15'

Straw Hati and White Shoes To Suit
Your Notion

W. S. FITTS 8;SON

r'aCOME IN! CHECK THIS LIST!•°1
o "SPEED-HEAT" ENCLOSED

Saves More on Current—Food—lie...Upkeep!

SAVE AU 4WAYS..

o

or you may not save at all!
tht
wtio
figre ra
wise teda
thfre1938rtisi
tiOom
.see
Take..a
buyers
•

o

K. G. Dunn ./ilicd
-The
-egular appointments at PS
•• '
Grove Sunday a' '
He will- preach, .
,,;.o
5th sundliy
•.hat the 'Sunday School sc:
,oe over. that ,day by 11
There weret somat absent
!rash% Sunday School and duet:.
'Atha fiave gone the road which
Rainer air later follow. Tai
.vho for more than- 50 years h;,
wended the Standay School at
areachingeservices here were hi!
Dave Myers arid Leslie. Ellis. Tk
atter --a dear . brother- of the Will
irid Mrs., Myers a schoolmate ,
hildhoodrilityR. also a classma n - Sunday Schsata—
'Ma and Mrs. Rober•
reef...ell:7 moved to
I
Jones farms unitc-d
_hurch -Sunday, coming from as
Altera charge. Mrs. Waldrop
' the Home la
-uperiatendent
partment. and Cradle Roll
Sunday SchrGrove
Pleasant'
r.
Both have demonstrated
nem in cottage prayer meeat .
tile prayer and song servicesa-and
other church' work.
shfid tastes Ptiyills. (tie itfTtaa
daughter of Mr. and Mrs...41afford
Paschall of nisan- Puryears it the
- ar;raices 'Sunday. . Thisr child was
eriaple for several manta* ha a
raf . • - Eauttaaisslaradriaaaaasal-areassaiaa

E
AIR
GID
FRI
lifig SILENT METER-MISER

COOKING UNITS
O 3 COOKING SPEEDS
"LOW-LOW" HEAT ON
EVERY UNIT
O I-PIECE PORCELAZNCABINET
O I-PIECE STAIN-RESISTING
•
,
TOP
O SILVER CONTACT SWITCHES
ARMORED WIRING
1:1 UTENSIL STORAGE COMPARTMENT
O "EVEN-HEAT- OVEN
O "EVENIZER" HEAT DISTRIBUTOR
O SMOKELESS BROILER
(21 LARGE SEAMLESS PORCELAIN OVEN
El NON-TILT SLIDING SHELVES
0-SHELF-TYPE OVEN DOOR
O FRONTOPENINGOVEN VENT

New Silent Meter-Miser-first! See for
yourself how it eliminates all "guesswork" from refrigeration savings.
Saves you money a114 waAand proves
it... before your eyes, before you buy!
Why take chances with a refrigerator that may waste through "hidden
extravagance" all that it may save in
one,two,or three other ways.Play safe!
Comt in and see our 4-Way Saving
wh
e
enwith
idair
pro
Friigscr
nt see
cter-m
sitlieon
e Noenwstra
them
D

•Come in. Check the list -compare the
Frigidaire Electric Range fearuze lot feature,
model for model with any other mile you've
-ever seen! You'll find that Frigidaire offers
more features and advantages .. . more
.and rams it!
dialling completeness
aiocl remediber,5ess Toa_get all ofthese in
CONTROL
, Now ittAt be getting
"at range you
.
PLUS All These Outstanding Features a" full 1918 vafue or your money! am us
-whicb.sre either standard equipment,
AND SAVE WITH FRIGIDAIRE!
Of *lanai on most models:
See Bar Frigiilake's Exclusive Nor
[73 "THERMIZER" COOKER
"EVEN-141AT- OVEN
CI "DOOR-MASTER" CONTROL
-end• bating worries!
CONDIMENT SET 0 "TIME"SPRED-HEAT" fiN111
— took better at lei* coati
DOOKING TOP
SIGNAL"
"THERM1ZE.R"COOK ER
LAMP 0 WARMING DRAWER
— coots a whole Ine•I for less

o irYdRA,_

• it
U

ability to save in Tree, way! See proof,
too, that it offers marvelous Nrew uerbility! NEW."Double-Easy"Quickube
Trays throughout! NEWLY-Styled
Way Adjustable Interior! NEW Moisture-Seal Hydrators! NEW Close•Bar'
Sliding Shelves... arid dozens more
exclusive advantages! Come in . . . see
the proof an we think you'll . agree:
Frigidaire winti New Silent MeterMiser is "top for refrigerator value!

o

111111RMURIBIR

ob.:,

All Regular. 25c "Three Seasons" Underwear. Shirts or Shorts, each
19c, 80 Square' Prints,
Yard

FEATURES FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ANY RANGE!

And third. that a c..py of the,'
solutions be given to the fan.
Oilo, to the secretary of O.,
sunday School for. rixtu ,a
tie "to each of the cuul
,ares for publication,
Reapectfully submitted
- Mrs Carl Lockhait
Mrs. Guy, Rudd.
Rev. E. R. Roach
C' rnmittsa

S. Pleasant Grove 1

ROSS FEED CO.

Men's Regular 50c
Dress Shirts

•

than 2 costal

Get Both for 30c per Day!
17-

JOHNSON - FAIN
_...._APPLIANCE CO.
.
South Side Court Square—Phone 58

•

-•

Ntw

Now "Double-101y"

SILENT METER -MISER

OUICKUBE TRAYS

to 251 MORE on oloctritIto than oven th• curroM - sating
Motor•Mlaor of 1917.

1. Rohm,* cubo• Instantly - Sows
20% atarvalic•
2. Trays oalas he.at flator-teiveh.
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Freed Cotham
Tin Shop
"Anything In Tin"

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday
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Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday
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theWonder Dog

4YS MYMART

bride should be. Proud is the man'who can give the one
he loves the comfort, beatify, convenience and protec:
real home whether she be a BRIDE of 1938
1'918

or 1898. '

And when as„littic as 10 per cent of the total cost can
build the home wanted, they should not put off such
an important step until later.

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME or Remodel your Old one under the
how we
F.H.A. through the Calloivay County Housing Guild. Let us explain
less money
can help you, by the Guild-way and give you a better home for

- It is EASY to

than ten j'ears ago.

Calloway County Lbr.
.4 Company
Just North of the Water Tower on East Walnut St.

Phone 72

COMMONWEALTH OF
1
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS --- DIVISION OF CONSTRUCTION.
TO
CONTRACTORS.
NOTICE
.
LETTING JUNE 10, 1938.
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of, Highways at
Its 'effice. Frankfort, Kentucky. until 10:00 A. M. on the 10th day'ol.
June. 1938. at which time bids will
be publicly opened and read for
the improvement of:
.CALLOWAY. - MARSHALL
COUNTIES FAS 327• B-GS. The
Road, beginning
Stella-'Brewers
near Kirksey and extending to the
- -"7:74. Mayfield• wt.,
.1.77:
1
any -111*..lcdistance of
iTisiro;iTn&tely 4.01Ite. Miles. Grade.
drain and low tyde s:staving mation. st
IMUMs WAGE RATES APPLYING ON „THIS PROJECT:
Skilled iabor 75c per hour.
Intermediate grade labor, 45c
'per hour.
Unskilled labor, 30c pgr hour.
The special provisions for highway projects financed :with Federal Aid HighWay Funds available
lo the States for the- Fiscal Years.
1938: 19.17 and 1938 apply on this
project.
The attention of prositective bidders, is called to the praqualiflealion requirements add necesiity for
securing certificate of eligibility.
The attention of bidders Is directed to the special provisions cosering subletting or assigning the
v.-unlade-1 and to the use 13 'nressa-dr
materials. .
Further information. bidding pre-:
I posals. etc, will be furnished upon
application to the Frankfort 0Mce•
The right is reserved Co reject
any and all bids. EPARTMENT OF HIGHWAWS
DATED AT FRANKFORT, KY.
MAY IS, 1938.
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City. declared the influence of the ray. and Miss Eddie Sue Hicks. in the mile relay race after Wes- Frankfort said Tuesday that State'
country congregation had declined Murray. Her
husband, Howell tern had forfeited the encounter Senator Franklin Rives, Hopkinsin recent years.
ville, has filed against First DisPerry Hicks. also survives and to Murray.
Th• amazingly washabl• wall
Easy to apply. Dritss overnight.
Local Baptists attending the con- two sons. Hall J. and Howell, Jr..
trict Representatie Noble Grego'
finish
for
w•ather.
and
klIchtros,
w•ar
baths.
Withstands
vention were the Reverende C. H. Hicks, both of Murray; a sister,
as a candidate for United State
BOYS KILL LARGE SNAKE
QUART
Wilson, Roy Beaman. Carroll Hub- Mrs. Harriett Gregory. WilmingCongressman.
QUART
bard, R. H. Falwell, Jr., Sam P. ton. Calif.: a brother, Edgar Out$1.15
Rives filed as a Democrat Grec
Special
$1.15
Special
killand
Wilson
Dolphus
Boyce
Martin, Mrs. Roy Beaman. and land, Long Beach, Calif.. and a
ory .is a Democrat. He became
five
snake,
5-inch
5-foot.
a
ed
Miss Alpha McGough.
Congressman by appointment afhalf-brother, Cassel Outland, of inches in
circumference. on Mon:
ter the death of his brother. W.
this coiinty.
here.
their
The
home
at
near
day
North Fourth St.—Phone 323
'In addition there are five grand- snake, of the black chicken va- Voris Gregory, in 1936. and was
REUNION IS CHANGED
in the last election.
children W6 survive.
riety, weighed four pounds. When reelected
The Rev. John T. Cunningham
killed, it was in an apple tree oh
will hold his reunion of old pupils
BUCY IS HONOR GRAD
the Wilson farm.
on Saturday, May 28—the Satur•
in
Sunday
fifth
of
the
one
is
day before
Smith Bucy. Murray,
In Stockholm, Sweden, grant,
May—rather 'than on May 27 as the graduating seniors wh: has rehave been made to some 700 nee
he originally announced. The re- ceived high honors in the Abily wed couples by the governmere
union will be at Blue Springs in lene, Tex., Christian high school.. to buy furniture for their homes
A report from Abilene declares The grants were presented in ac
Trigg county.
The Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store In Murray .
1Smith tt. be a quite unassuming cordance with a law passed last :
,
/////////,‘Y///////////i/
////////////
y_oungster. and describes his work year to help people of small means I
to marry.
as "highly commendable"

BAPTISTS SELECT
OFFICERS; CENSURE
UNITY MOVEMENT

Sheriff Receives
Levine Circular

Murray's Entrant
As Laurel Queen

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

"Bit Dog Barks" Is
Proved by Culprit
When Police Come

"SPRINGTIME
IS PAINT TIME
77:AND OUR
JOB IS TO HELP
YOU WITH
YOUR EVERY
PAINTING
PROBLEM—SIG
OR LITTLE."

UBE 15 --a

*VITEN TIIIIE

Mrs. Ann Flicks,61,
uri
y

Our Store is
Paint Headquarters

N

Rives to Oppose
Gregory in Race
For U. S. Congress

Porch Paint

Semi-Lustre

H. B. BAILEY
The Jeweler

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.

.1 tailions

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
A Quart a Day for
Each Member of
Your Family of

Pasteurized

. ,. . ., *4,. ..

Wdi awilakna.
0,9;otatt;icemenii,
895

:.
Air
. .,If,
k

INCLUDING THE PLATE!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The'Reffeshing Drink That-Provides
ABUNDANT HEALTHY ENERGY!
At Your Grocer
or PHONE 191 Murray

Milk Products-

Our engfcrving department offers.
the largest and finest selection of
genuine engraved wedding invitations and announcements in town.
And you can serve from 25 to 50%
BECAUSE OUR PRICE INCLUDES
THE PLATE. We will engrave 50
plain or panelled wedding announcements or invitations (prith
envelopes to match)for only $8.95,
Including the plate. The greatest
engraving value ever offered!

This smart card tray
mad• from your
wedding plate when
ordering wedding
announcem•nts or
Invitations- -for only
$1 4S.

Ledger 6.- T mes-.
Murray. Ky.

\Graduation Time is
Commencement Time!
When you graduate you are just commencing the business of making a living.
Insure your business career by practicing economy and living within your income.

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK
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4011

rates The record of deaths and injuries caused by automobiles after
dark in this country in the peat
few ytifieels appalling end there
- -----•
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Time.. and The
Tiznas-Herald, October 20, 1928.
The country faces a more of less is every reason to believe that
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
,
permanent unemployment snug- there will be no improvement in
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
• -.
owl... and it appears the best solu- the future unless night driving is
srInfection
Brain
and
Undulant
FL R. Meloan and John S. Neal
Publishers tion•of the problem Is in setting made safer..
It seems -that either Congress or
Fever Treated With LifeJohn S Neal
Editor and -Advertising Manager up a planned long time project
saving CheanIcal
which will not only be self-liqui- some federal department could get
-dating but continue, to give em- tether a group of unselfish :and
WASHINGTON, May 14.—Sulfaployment after the work is. com- patriotic labor leaders, buskins
121011, fanners, and prufessionat man nilamide, the chemical which has
pleted.
already saved thousands of lives,
NATIONAL EDITORIAL
In developing the natural re- who, could work out this program
„
.
t1S00IATNDN sources of this. country this should so that _capital as well as labor, was credited today by three Virginia physicians with the con93 5 be done with the least interfer- would be assured that the,governquest, of two- more severe diseases.
(awe to priyate industry and since ment will work with them to the
Am. small girl in Alexandria,
the President is mix-ions to develop everlasting blessing of tile people.
Oa( i I lb iaiasr. i •
who "was almost at the point of
electric
a
federal
Once
generating
hydro-electric
the
resources of this
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter _ • 7
death from streptococcus infection
great nation, and at the same time and distributing system is erected,
of the brain was given huge doses
Subscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry ano secure flood control and further the private utilities will cooperate
Stewart Counties. Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. $2.06- uses for navigation On our rivers, with the government, state, county, of the drug as a last resort. She
was Well and back with her playand it authorites if
•
=I•
they
mates within ten days.
furnished upon application_
at these plants be used for -lighting will not be driven out of business
A Negro man in Richmond, Va.,
the federal highways. Where by- so long as they treat fairly with
afflicted with undulant fever as
valuer-in cotton products. Ground: dro-electric power is not available, the
*ark will be done in the meane
if people.vernment
th . g
will put this the result of drinking unpasteurCan be prodUted from coal
time to stimulate the sale of cotIdea into effect a long step will ised milk was also given large
oil, or gas as a prime mover.
of
ton goods and other allied proAfter
sulfanilamide.
have been taken to restore confi- doses
A project of this nature will induets. Participants in thg drive
dence in the government on the eleven days of treatment the fever,
are the nation's stores—the variety crease the output of iron. copper, part of industry and capital, that, regarded by medical authorities as
systems, the food systems. the and aluminum mines, the produc- a beneficial cooperative spirit will a difficult disease to treat, dis"five and tens." the drug sys- tion of steel and iron product& develop between labor. farmer,
and appeared.
Dr. James W. Love of Alex_Last. year-a. cotton -crop was the teMs. and the_shoe_syStents. PrK- electrical machinery and equipital. and that a better n
ment,
light
cement,
stanelectric
biggtst ever harvested-1&750.000 neatly every important 'store in
standing between all classes and andria announced the successful
bales. By the time the 1938 Crop is the country has pledged ibt co- dards, bulbs, and tubes, wire, etc.. the government will result.
treatment of
girl in the Journal
in the befe a surplus equal to tail) operation. One of the groups in- and - increase the freight truffle -of
As long as we have unemploy- of Laboratory and Clinical Medsears' normal consumption will be volved has alone' 11.500 outlets, railroads, motor and waterway ment in this country the govern- icine. The drug had previously
weighing down the market—un- and last year Said almost $750.- transportation companies.
ment will be compelled to meet the been said authoritatively to have
less something .extrpoedirtarily ef- 000000 worth of. cotton products.
-Kesidealighting the highways the situation and funds will have to no effect on the non-hemolytic
King
Cotfective is done to aid
Promotional effort of all kinds distribution systertf could be used be raised from taxation
to pay strain of . the streptococcus germ
ton.
will be given to making the drive for
rural electrification
much the expenses, therefore. instead of which she had acquired. It has
Cottin
grown widely in only a success.
Advertising, window cheaper than the—present method.
periodically voting billions for. re- been used successfully on the hem18 states---i'ut its ups and downs and inner store displays: recom- The government.
-it sees fit. Can' lief to build swimming pools. olytic. or blood-destroying, form
are reflocted in the standard of mendations by Clerks, handbills— use _41. for its private telegraph
schools, sidewalks, parks, post- of the germ.
11Vitag of all. America. ,Shoes from every possible Medium
- be, and_ telephone system, it may also
offices, sewers, etc., in • different
Resemblei Malaria
Massachusetts: organs from Cali- used to .me_vecotton
great quan- prove advantageous to aviation. .
Writing in the Southern Medilocalities and thereby keep the
fornia: autOlnobiles . from Michi- titles. Nothing will be left undone
The entire 'project could be fi- federal budget unbalanced, why not cal Journal, Dr. Elani C.
Toone,
gan: • flour inen Minnesota—the tpat might help relieve the presnanced W•ith a• federal license on work out. _a program which will Jr., and Dr. Arthur M. Jenkins
of
money derived frdm cotton by the ent critical sauation..
automobiles and a per gallon tax finance itself over a lung period the Medical College of Virginia
growers in our great Southern area
Time will tell just how effect- on gasoline. Bonds issued against
Richmond, said
of tinie, cost the automobile owner at
they
had
• Where it is .the principal crop. ive thil-campaign
be—but it this project -could be purchased
very little per year, and benefit brought about a similarly quick burs a large pert of the total pro- is a very. safe prediction. based on
duction of these and all (fitter the past -precedent of promotional with the surplus inoneysivailable not only the unemployed but also recovery in the patient suffering
Thus, the cotton campaigns in behalf of other pro- in the social security funds and , the farmer, investor, laborer. and from undulant fever by dosing
coMin.odities.
repaid with the tax money. In this I
emergency is of unpartance to all ducts. that
an
unprecedented way the work could be speeded ! should help toward balancing the him with sulfanilamide .over a
America—her
trade, her
com- amount of- cattien will be
budget. As far as federal relief is period of eleven days.
merce. her industry. And
all and that the cotton 'growers - will 'up v..hen many people are out of' concerned, the sooner we develop
This disease, which manifests
America is interested in -plans to be saved losses that- /eight prove. work and slowed ddwn when in- something which only the federal itself by extreme
weakness 'and
dustry can employ them.
effectively aid the cotton grOwert. ruinous to many.
government can undertake and great:- -variations of temperature,
The tionefits derived from this complete and do away
Following a series of (niderencesr
with the responded quickly to the drug,
-plan would be decreased automo- grabbing .of state, county and city
a thoroughgoing plain to help move
they said, with the temperature
Colonial
the-eat-ton surplus has been wrieststyle. the Missouri bile accidents at night, safer travel, politicians for projects for their
sliding down quickly from a maxtiled --fer Me week begrzirdEng
•
mg WilT form one wing Of the cheaper and better rural electri- respective localities, the better the
imum of 104 degrees to normal.
30 in which our own local stores Court of States at the 1939 Golden fication, work for the unemployed people will be off and the
better, Some symptoms of undulant
will cooperate' by offering special Gate T- -•
.•ional Exposition.
and in time a 'saving in insurancc they will understand that the
gov- fever resemble- those of malaria
ernment is doing something for which also recently has been
them.
treated successfully with sulfanila:
. Editor's Note: This editorial sum- mide. Undulant fever is caused by
marizes a speech of a prominent the same germ which result's . in
Kentuckian given before the con-, Bang's Disease, or contagious abference of little business men in ortion, in cattle.
Washington last winter, before the
Deaths Due to Solvent
unemployment group. This man is
The deaths which occurred last
from the Jacks.44. Purchase, is in fall
due to use of an, "elixir" ?f
no- way connected with either the.
sulfanilamide were said by United
T.V.A.. private utility, nor does hi'
States 'Public Health Service ofhave' anything against the automoficials to haver been due to the use
bile industry in his proposal.. It of
diethylene 'glycol, a chemical
Is merely a logical plan for solving
similar to radiator anti-freeze, to
our problems which merits_ the condissolve it.
sideration of every citizen in our
Physicians and public health
community.
service officials have refused to
predict the possibilities in use Of
the "wonder drug" on other diseases. In addition to the uses for
non-hemolytic streptococcus poisoning, undulant fever and malaria
, Friday, May 13—cold. blizzard it has also
been used with great
Had to slip on -heavy underwear
2 pair socks oyes shoes. 2 coats and success in treating such widely
my beautiful In black beaver cap. different diseases as child-bed
fever, yellow fever,' erysipelas,
Pore old Robinson Crust)!
I 'wonder if "Old Glory” has ab- gonorrhea. some types of pneusolutelY quit? L note that "Poop monia and meningitis. Medical auDeck" is, yet on the firing line.
thorities agree that no other single
drug has _ever been found to be
survey indicates that 59 million
Last week's effective for such a -wide
range
tires now in use are, or will become smooth
Ledger. & Times
Carried sprendid of diseases,
during 1938. Last year more than 52,000 deaths
pictures of
and injuries were caused directly by punctures,
some promiA special- c Inision to represent
blowouts and skidding due to smooth, worn,
nent ladies and him in organizing Brazil's exhibit
eHelp
family.
and
yourself
Protect
tires.
gentlemen. 'And at the 1939 World's Fair of the
unsafe
MAY 14-21'
-we heard the West on 'treasure
present this terrific toll of highway accidents by
Island, has been
cry
of victory
making your car Tire-Safe with Firestone Triple.
o'er and o'er.' apointed by President Getup° VarSale Tires With this three-way protection —
While in gas.
town
I walked
L Protection Against Blowouts. Firestone Tires
into
Piggly
run up to 28 degrees cooler, because every cord in Wigglys and,found that handsome,
every ply is saturated with liquid rubber tw the energetic John Adams is one of
_Firestone patented Gum-Dipping process. This The efficient clerks there.. While plowing on the old Tcm
counteracts the internal friction and heat that
Grant farm, now the property of
- ordinarily cause blowouts.
Wes Pendergrass. Woodrow ,Non.
2. Protection Against Punctures. Two extra worthy had the bad leek to have
his "filly . colt fall into -an old
lasers of Gum-Dipped cords under the tread add ahundonal
• ..-The Largest
cistern and wait drownstrength to the tire and give extra protection ed. It was a , fine
Amount of
young colt
against punctures.
;Such is death"
Aetual
•
The Storyfamilies, descendent.'
Available Plant
3. Protection Against Skidding. The scientific
of Sam Story. enjoyed a -rein the Beta
tread design gives longer non-skid mileage and union" at West Fork church Sun.
Mechanical
stops your car up to 25% quicker.
afternoon,
all of whom are
day
Condition for
Join the Firestone SAVE A LIFE Campaign splendid. Wright moral citiwns.
the Leant
all
farmers
Most
-are finished
during National Tire Safety Week by equipping setting out tobacco
MOU nit
two weekt_
new Firestone Triple-Safe ahead of time. The dirty d-Aen
Your car with a set
of Money*"
buy.
can
money
that
tires
Tim—the safest
will finish the' next wet spell—,
perhaps;
What
t!
liffeds
gradual
Sc .oC;• s. • Even
Writing
Lowell r
Thomas. ..ssorld-wisle- -radio mew.
mentator, who can speak• is four
different languages can NOT wale
his name legibly--just tO,...ps and_
crcoks. .1 doubt if half the business people in the county could
read their even writing in , six
Weeks. Say. did 'you ever see two
little colored boys "resale'?
I do ,not believe in keeping any
FERTILIZER
one,in office s. ir of their lives end
hrelame_SvOkon
Shia&
..a.0
fratarang
Alarsoret
Rireard
(mods
7044ree
d
allovr
01
his
',SOW
wiitc?w 0.000 a year the
Lane
Cedeega.,forier Om &maim co/ Alfred Irakirearia, Mitalint Ilwriess urey lessisearade N. a: C. igal Akterirri
It
rest of her. 19Te. Can't side4r0ckTime Is mike Firesioas Wise dike faro Radio Program twice each week during tke noon bo.r
'ine. *Rah fr.s a b c . .
Gnaranteed not to rip, tear
nor run. down at the heer---old age
assistance. repealed the obnoxious
sale •tax on widows and orphans..
iltentela ticsamistalt Let
By whom' abs. . .14.4w I Wy—
us help you geg
llie down to sleep.--,"Eagle."
ere-plaid
f
• "Brigadier General William E. Gilmore. Director ' of Grovi.rnmental
Participation for the 1918 Golden
Gate Internatiimal :Fxpilitition.- is
Driver
--TOPTotents. 2178
Ky. hevrirr-ries**P-SUpplrftrtftv-T,
Assay Air Cerpos, •
ismstam.s.
Phone 388
N. 3rd St.
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daughter picked strawberries, Wt.d.
Scattered News
Havens to Preach
Sulfanilamide
itesday and Saturday at the home
of Mrs. Eli Wallate.
On "Investments" Mrs. Everton Dodd and daugh- I Mrs. Herbert Aulton and baby
Doctors-'
Lanni,. Faye, visited Mr. and I Jimmie Sanders. are getting along
I nicely.
Mrs. Bernice Grogan Saturday.
2 More Ills "A Safe Investment," be the ter.
Brent Morris spent Monday and
and Mrs. Bernice Grogan

Solving Governmental
Problems

TUCKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

1

Cotton
Week, May 30- •
June 5—Buy
Cotton

tee

rkill

sermon subject of A. V. Havens,
minister of the First- Christian
Church. at the morning worship
service next Sunday. In announcing the sermon, Mr. Havens said,
"Thousands of dollars are lying
idle today because of the lack of
safe investments. The church Is
interested in this because the
church is interested in the total
life of hurnan„.beings and not just
one particularseipnent of
There
is one secure, safe place of investment, which unforfunately is frequently overlooked, where 'thieves
cannot steal and neither moth nor
rust can COILSWIle and which lbws
the highest and most enjoyable
dividends both here and heroin—.
This sermon," Mr. Havens stets
“will seek to sell that safe investment."
The service will begin at 10:45.
Special music will be presented by
the chorus choir under the direction of Charles Miller.
Due to the baccalaureate service
at the high school. there will be
no Sunday night service. -The Ladies Aid Society will meet
at the church, Tuesday afternoon
at 2:30.
The Chess and Checker Club will
meet with 0. B. Boone, Tuesday
night at 7:30.
The Mid-Week Meeting will be
held Wednesday night at 7:30.
I
The Sunday School will begin at
9:30 Sunday - morning led by Superintendent R. L. Wade.
The Christian Endeavor Societies
will meet at 6:30, Sunday evening

Mr.
attended the' senior play at Buc-'Monday night --with John Harvey
,
hanan High School Saturday night. I Westt
Haff...rd Morris was the Tuesday
Brent Morris and John Harvey
West were in Paris Tuesday on ' night guest of Charles W. Nance
business.
Mrs. Oran Hutson and Mrs. Guy
'Miss Carrie Morris and little Hutson are going to pick strawberMiss Vida "Max Morris visited ries Monday for Mrs. Eli Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Morris and
Noble. Sue Nance and James
children were Sunday guests of
Thi.mas, Friday.
A lot of tobacco is being set in Mrs: Morris' sister, Mr& Ernest
_
Ward, and Mr. Ward.
this community.
Mt. Siniai preaching day Is sel
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hutson
for, second week in every month
were in Paris Wednesday.
• Mrs. Oran Hutson and son. E. at 2:30 u'clock. The big meeting
J., Mrs. Guy Hutson, Mrs. Herbert will start the third Sunday in
Lamb and Mrs. Eli Wallace and July.—Blue Jay.

WEE

t .
0- K
FERTILIZER

It Pays to Kead the Llatteleds.
Chiropractic: The science that
makes people well and
happy.

DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor
909 West Main
Murra)
Murray:Mon., Wed., & Fri. P. M.
Benton: Tues.. Thurs. &

The Best Weed -Killer
Made

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
-

More than 100,000 users have proved to themselves that Brinly-Rastus is the best one-horse cultivator money can buy. You will say the same thing
if you will only try them. The Rastus is ahead of
them all for cultivating.tobacco, corn, and 'all row
crops. Be sure that you get the genuine BrinlyRastus when you 'buy. We have a large stock on
'hand. Let us fill your orders-.

Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.

A safe home Must be soundly constructed
and soundly financed. For investment safety,
a home Must be built to withstand weather
and usage, and planned to suit the owner's
income,

Safety
Comfort
_

Convenience

Security

Long-term value depends on a home's comfort--the arrangement. of rooms for family
needs .
easy access to parks, scheols, and
plaigrourida_. . . and adequate provision for
utilities.

Many things determine a homes livability.
Good architectural design-, for example, regat-diem of the cot of the house
nearnesii to shopping centers,. . and -the- home's
nesiimess to sections of the city where mem. bera_ of the family are employed.
• The type of neighbors in your community
arid the type of hOUSet3 in which they live,
, have a bearing on your home-investment.
Zoning laws, protection against undesirable
and proper fire and' police protec:Lion also determine security.
Investigate' th'e New Liberal Terms of the
FHA-Insured Mortgage System

l•-••
EgInert Appraisers Examine Your Home When You Purchase Under The

FHA
*

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
INSURED

MORTGAGE SYSTEM

'BANK
ofM
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WHEN YOU PLAN A HOME CHECK THESE PROTECTION POINTS
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100,000 FARMERS HAVE PROVED

Stella Gossip

EQUIP YOUR CAR WITH THE
SAFEST TIRES MONEY CAN BUY
• A-RECENT
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Mr. and Mrs. T. S, Vinson were
in Dover Saturday.
•.
Mrs. Ballard Bailee is spending
Well this has been a day (Sunday) on which mauy mothers a few days this week with her
were
made
happy. it too has parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Dilbrought lots of heartaches on account of the passing cf mothers
Mrs. J. W. Barrow was made
to the Great Beyond. It makes quite happy Sunday when her
me sad to see the while qbroses on children came in to spend Sifhthis day for I can sympathize and .day with her. One daughter, Mrs.
I know the sling It brings when Wavel Outland, asked her mother
we go out to search for the white to visit one of her aunts for a
flowers. Those of you who wore while that morning and when they
the red flower today: I hope you returned her children had all
may wear them many more moth- gotten there and had a long table
er's days. To those who wore the laden, with delicious rood and
White rose: it only makes'us real- lots of useful Mother's Day gifts.
ize we have, greater interest in Mr, and -Mrs. W. T. Outland and
Heaven.
family, Mr. arid Mrs. Otho Cook
Mrs. Abbie Allen was -honored and family, Mr.' and "Mrs. Tilman
Sunday with a surprise birthday Barrow, all of Murray, were presdinner by her children and many ent. 'Others from this section were
relatives. She was in the home of Mr., and Mrs. Noble Kinght and
her daughter, Mrs. .Joe Horrell. family, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy McShe is 81 years old. Her sons Dougal ana son. Efr. and Mrs
and families present were as Trymon Murphey and -tarritry, Mr.
follows: Stanley, Will R., Marvin. and Mrs. Jc hnnie Barrow. Mr.
and Theodore, and relatives and and Mrs.. Edmond Barrow end
friends. A long table of good twin babies. Other neighbors were
food was enjoyed by all present. in to enjoy the afternoon with all
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Vinson, of them and wish for Mrs. Barrow
Mr, and Mrs. Arthur Vinson and many more happy Mother's Days
Dorotha Vinson spent Saturday in with her family.
Mr .and Mrs. Euin isicilougal
Murray.
Tile many friends are sad to and family, Mrs. J. D. Dill, Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Vinson and Robert
math of the death of Mrs.
Hicks, of near Model. She had Cook spent Sunaay. in Paducah
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill.
been in ill health for 'some two
years or more and had been seriMr. and Mrs. Otha Cook spent
ously ill for two months. She Sunday evening with
Mr. and
passed away last Sunday. Funeral Mrs. A. P. Cook.
services were conducted at Model
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. King spent
Baptist Church by the Rev J. H. the week-end with his parents,
Thurman of Murray and the Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Malice F. King.
J. W. Nelsen of near Dover. She
Mrs. Grace Futrell Irvan is imwas .iaid to rest in Daniel Vinson- peo4flg nicely from a recent masCemetery,
Her two . daughtere.• toid operation performed at VanMrs. 0. 0. Flora. Humboldt, Tenn.. derbilt hospital, Nast-Mile,- -and Mrs. Oscar Salyer, Akron. 0..
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Vinson enhad been with her for some - time. joyed a fieh dinner with Mr. and
Her husband and two daughters Mrs. Charlie Vinson and Dorotha
survive her. She will be greatly Vinson. Sunday.
missed for Mrs. Emma had a host •
Ledger & Times, some of my
of friends and we all loved her. friends read our, paper and we
We extend our sympathy to her all feel like it is a letter frcm
bereaved family.
home. We enje:: it so much. It

PAGE THREE

is with much regret we read the
auction, on Monday, the 23rd day utes West seventy-two (72) poles north east quarter of Section 25 upon a credit of six months, the
of May, 1938, at 1 o'clock or there- and three and a half (31
articles about the dam because
/
2) links Township 3 Range 3 East contain- following described property, being
about( same being county court to a rock; thence South thirty- ing in the two tracts thirty-one(3l) and lying in Calloway County,
most all of them are favorable
daY), upon a credit of six months. three and one-half ,1331
/
2) poles to acres and being the same lands Kentucky, towit.
now and that means separation
Ito- following described property a rock at South boundary of said conveyed to Z. P. Ezell by A. L.
from our old homes and neighTract No. 1—Forty (40) acres,
oemg and lying in
Calloway
Qr.
of
said
land
thence
East with Beach Feb. 13th, 1889 as shown the same, toeing in the South part
bors if it continues like that.
McKENZIE, Tenn., May 19— County, Kentucky, towit:
said boundary to the beginning. of record in deed book 2, page 45. of the North E. Qr. of Sec. 29 T
A Reader of Ledger& Times Qfficiala of a group of 23 West
Beginning at the South West The land herein mortgaged is all
Also forty 140) acres lying in 3 R 5 E, beginning at the North
prepared
this ourner -of the Murray and Buc- the land lying West of public road the south west corner of the south
Tennessee
cities
West corner of said Qr, at a rock
week to act on the advice that hanan road at a rOck, it being except one and one-half (11
/
21 west quarter of Section 30, Town- and running South across entire
RALPH'S RANGL-ES
the Kentucky-Tennessee Light & Betha Craig's North line, running acres previously deeded to W. C. ship 3 Range 4 East containing Qr. one hundred sixty 't460) gods
Power Company is agreeable to East one hundred forty-three (143) Curd and -Jack Bradley. The .last forty (40) acres and being the same to the South line at a rock; thence
poles and thirteen 113) feet to Sec. described land was deeded to W. land conveyed to Z. P. Ezell by
East with said line forty and oneWith the high schools cf this a sale of its properties in this line, it being Sec. 32 T 1 R 5 East, 0. Hargrove by C. L. Boggesa on
deed of D. D. Waldrop on July 24, half•k(401.2) rods to a rock; thence
satisfactory
price
can
region
if
a
area throwing spiked shoes in the
thence North fifty (50) rods to Sept. 14, 1917, and deeded by 'said 1894 and recorded in deed book 7,
one hundred sixty 060) rods to
cinder path two weeks ago and be reached.
Addie Wilson South line; thence Hargrove to Carlos Roberts on page 92.
the _hoe at a rock; thence West
Mayor Glen A. King of Mc- ii a Soutbernly direction one hun- June 21, 1919.
then the Murray-Western track
Also torty (40) acres off of-the forty and one-half (401
/
2) rods to
Also another tract described as south end of the west halt of the the beginning. Title to said land
meet held Saturday at Murray Kenzie revealed the utility's stand led forty-four (144) rods to Mursix north west quarter of Seection 30, in J. P. Duncan was obtained by
State
College's stadium,
sports after attending a canterence at :ay and Buchanan road,- thence follows to wit: Beginning
south with-- said road seventeen (6) rods and four and one-halt Township 3 Range 4 East and befans Of this end of the state are Bowling Green, Ky., Friday at
inheritance from Oscar Duncan
l7 rods to the beginning corner, 141
/
2) feet west of 'the N. E. Cor- log the same land conveyed to Z. who was a son of J. P. Duncan
getting in line for one of the most which company officials and Ten- except,
a
strip
of
land
in
front
of
ner
of
the
N.
E
Qr.
of
Sec.
35
T.
on
Dec.
30,
P. Ezell by J. T. Hurt
and who preceded J. P. Duncan in
Interesting of all athletic contests. nessee Valley Authority repre- Addie, Wilson's house twenty (20) 3. R. 4. E.; thence South eight (8)
1903, and ala:wn of record, in deed death leaving J. P. Duncan as his
sentatives were present.
feet'wide and fifty 150) hest long tbds to a rock; Thence west thirty- book 16. page 458.
With the advent of trace some
only heir to inherit this land,
King said the company 'is 'willing The
land conveyed being thirty three (33) rods and twelve (12) ,For the purchase price the puryears ag: at Murray High school
Oscar Duncan's deed was obtained
to sell "if a fair offer is made". (301 aerlis msre or less. Title deed feet to Rock; Thence North six (6)
chaser must execute bond with from S. E. and T. H. Duncan, who
tans of this region were delighted
He alsb said that the municipalities n Albert Wilson recorded in deed rods and fourteen
and one-half approved securities, bearing legal obtained their title from .1. P.
e_aport and the lasaLlearn_
in erest Erom 'the day of sale un- Duncan whose deed is recorded
led by Glenn Jeffrey produced
Said land shall be sold subject Geo. Brown land; thence South til paid, arid having the force and
electric and water systems while
in deed book 32, page 163 in the
winning
outfits.
Jeffrey,
now
the TVA would move toward ob- to the life right of Sirrilla Wilson seventy-six 176) rods and eight effect of a judgment. , Bidders will office of the clerk Calloway Counpostmaster
at
Murray
State's
in and to $25.00 per year rental. (8) feet to post oak': thence East be prepared to ,comply promptly
taining the transmission lines.
ty Court.
branch; proved to be a 'Amster of
For the purchase price the pur- forty (40)
rods; thence
North with these terms.—George S. Hart,
King is chairnian of a mayors'
Also: Tract No. 2—Eighty-nine
more than one track event, but
chaser must execute bond with seventy-six (76) rods and eight (8) Master Commissioner.
committee which has been work(89) acres mores or less in Calloapproved securities, bearing legal feet; thence West to beginning conrose to stardom in the 100-yard
ing in behalf of TVA p_wer.
way County, Ky., known and desinterest from the day of sale un- taining seventeen and one-half
dash. Never before nor since his
ignated as the West part of' the
til paid, and having the force add (171
/
2) acres more or less. The
track days has there been seen a
South East Qr. of Sec. 3 T 2 R
effect of a judgment. Bidders will land herein mortgaged was deeded
smoother or more perfect running
less one ( 1) acre on South side
be prepared to comply promptly to W. L. Hargrove by J. R. Bazzell.
form on the Murray track. From
of Lick branch which has been
with these terms.—Gecrge S. aHrt, ou Dec. 17, 1918 and deeded by
the gun to the tape-breaking his Hermon Ross, Administrator of
Also
conveyed to Joel Moss:
Master Commissioner.
W. 1..._Hargrove to Carlos Roberts
-Barnett,
every move was orie of actite co- the Estate----oftwenty (20) acres nahre or less beon Apr. 12, 1919 silso another tract
Deceased,
ginning at Calhoon line, thence
ordination.
lying immediately _South of town'
Calloway Circuit Court
yards
Plaintiff
of Almo and beginning at the N. J. P. Duncan's Adm. George Hart, Scuth two hundred (200)
Bill Higgins Whitneis also of
Vs. Order of Reference
W. corner of what is known as the et al; Bonnie Duncan Farmer,— to a rock; thence East to a rock;
Murray High School and particifence
to
cross
North
with
thence
,Barnett, Widow of
W. A. Bradley_ lot; thence North
Farmer, Polie Duncan, Nepating during the same years with Mackie Booker
Sec. line: thence 'West to the beto land of D. C. Roberts; thence oma Duncan, Andrew Duncan,
Alton Barnett. and
I.
L.
Barnett,
Jeffrey. stood opt as a distance.
West to land of' Andrew Taylor; Reds Duncan, Lilburn Duncan and ginning- . J.. P. Duncan_ obtained
Batik Of. Murman. E. Bowman took care of the Pattie Barnett,-attd
title to this land by deed from
thence south to N. W. corner of Laura Duncan,
ray,
Murray,
Kertlacky.
on the -- day of
discus and shot put events. Paul
what is known as Web Curd lot;
Calloway -Circuit Cqult,
•
Plaintiff
Defendants
*whose deed is recordBarnett startled the entire track
. of'Wen thence West to land of D. C. RobE. H. Ross. Administrate'
Judgment
Supplemental
VS.
be
that
this
cause
ordered
It is
, - page — in
erts; thence north east to Public Lola Hill, Burt Hill, Solon Duncan, ed in deed book
followers and spectators at a meet
Grogan,. deceased. and Bank of
Master Murray,
the office of She clerk Calloway
road to W. A. Bradley lot thence Biter Duncan, Leon Duncan.
over at Fulton one year when he referred to George Hart,
this Court to take
Plaintiff north to the beginning, about two Johnie Duncan, Jeanetta Duncan, County court.
instituted a new technic in the dis- Commissioner of
Claims against the estate
(2) acres except a strip fifty (50) James Thomas Duncan, Bank of
VS. JUDGMENT,
Also—Tract No. 3 r our (4) acres
tance events. And it happend- as proof of
of I. L. Earnett, Deceased, and Ruth Grogan, Widow; Loyd Gro- feet wide where house is now Murray, J. M. Imes, Hardin Bank, of land Off of the South East'corfollows: "Last call for the mile,"
located
this
is
same
land
deeded
ner of the South half of the South
ill persons holding -claims against. gan, brother; Mrs, Loyd Grogan;
etc.,
came MI wing
across the
field.
Defendants West Qr. of Sec. 20 T 2 R 5 East.
present
their Charlie Grogan, brother; and Mrs. to W: 0. Hargrove by C. L. Bogwill
Paul galloped up to the starting said estate
gess
on
Sept.
14,
1917
and
from
Annie
Charlie
Pansy)
Grogan;
purchased
from William Doneldson
By virtue of a judgment and
claims against said estate, duly
line with
that lumbering, long.
Walker. sister; Lee Walker; J. P. Jerry Stringer on June 25, 1918. order of sale of the Callcway Cir- land wife of Sept. 27. 1897. deed reproven, before this Court's Master
yard-eating •tride and go( in posiThis mortgage also includes the cuit Court. rendered at the April corded in deed book 1, page 264
Cochrane, Liquidator etc..
Commissioner on or before the lst
Defendants fifty (50) feet where house now. term thereof, 1938. in the al.)ove in the office of the clerk Callotion for the test. At the sound of
August. 1938, or be forever
day
of
By virtue of a judgment and atands the same being obtained cause for the purpose of payment way County Court
the gun he left his'—mark like a
from Collecting same in order of sale of the Calloway Cir- by deed from Eugene Tarry on or of debts and costs herein ex- I _Kw the purchase price the purbullet and continued so until he barred
other manner except through cuit Court, rendered at the April about Nov. 21, 1934, said Tarry pended, C. L. Miller, Special Com- i chaser must execute bond with
any
gamed considerable clearage. Then
this suit.
term thereof, 1938, in the above obtained his title from J. A. Bel- missioner, shall proceed to offer • approved securities, bearing legal
to the. astonishment of the specWitness my hand as Clerk of cause for the purpose of payment cher.
for sale at the court` house door,(interest from the day -of sale untators he calmly halted, took a
For the purchase prtce the pur- In Murray, ,Kentucky, to the high- til paid, and having the force and
said Court. this the 10th day of of $2670.00 and interest thereon_
seat on the inside lane and watchfrom Feb. 9, 1938. and costs herein chaser must execute bond with est bidder' at public auction. on eff..vt of a judgment. Bidders will
May. 1938.
ed his teammates and opponents
(xpended. I shall proceed to offer approved securities, bearing legal Monday, the 23rd day of May. be prepared to c.Gpl,y promptly
L. Miller.
C.
draw near him. When they had
for gale at the court house door interest from the day of sale un- 1938, at 1 o'clock or thereabout with these tertns.--Z. L: Miller.
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
gotten within a few yards of him
;n Murray, Kentueity, to the high- til paid, and having the force and (same being county - court day). Special Comtnissioner.
est bidder at public auction, on effect of a judgment. Bidders will
he again put on a burst of speed
Monday, the 23rd day of May. be prepared to comply promptly 1'
that left the field in the rear and
ese,terms.—Geqrge S. Hart,
1938. at 1---eclocit- -orcontinued thusly until he had
(same being county .court day), Master Commissioner.
_crossed the finish line, a winner. TO WHOM_II_MAY CONCEI.LtN_
-six months, the
If you evea- have a "conflab" with
Take notice that Lloyd Allbrit- following described property, being
Ted Sanford, coach of the Murray tett did on the 3rd day of May,. and _lying in Calloway County,
High track team at that time, and 1938, file in the office of the Clerk Kentucky, towit:
happen to mention "track", he will, of Calloway County Court his aps
Lots No's 3 and 5 in Block 1 and
with that "full-view" smile, re- plication for ,a permit to operate lots No's 4, 5, and 13 of Block
late Barnett's startling bit of track a Road House in Calloway Coun- two.of the Fair Grounds Addition
of Murray, Ky.. a plat
technique,
ty, outside the City Limits of to the town
Callway Circuit Court
'of said lots being recorded in deed
A track meet is jilst like a 4- Murray, Kentucky.
All persons
• tb the of
E. B. Ross, Administrator of
book
, page
ring
circus—plenty
of
action, who desire to protest the issuance
of the clerk of the Calloway Coun- L. E. Radford,
thrills and etc. The pole vault. of such permit are advised to con- ty Court. The said Ben Grogan
Plaintiff
broad
jump, shot
put. javelias tact. Wells Overbey, County At- obtained title to said property by
VS. JUDGMENT
throw, discus heaves, low anti' torney. Calloway County, before deed from •
Mrs. P. J. Ezell, Mrs. P. J. Ezell,
high hurdles, sprints and distance the next County Ccurt Day, May on the
day of
Admr. of Z. r. Ezell, Bird Ezell
events—all of them cause excite- 23, 1938. And all individuals have 19 ---, which deed is' recorded and Jewell Ezell his wife; H. P.
ment and deliver keen competi- a lawful right to protest the "issu- in deed book — page — in the EseIl and Autumn Ezell, his wife;
office of the Clerk, Calloway Tillie Hughes and Alford Hughes,
tion. - And no spectator will be- ance of said permit.
are yours at Louisville's newest
her husband; Bessie Hays and
Court.
come "bored" fcr with a turn of
Signed—Mary Russell Williams, County
husband;
Jeff
Poter
Hays,
her
purFor the purchase price the
and mbst modern Hotel, located in
his head he can find other events
Clerk Calloway County Court
chaser most execute bond with Hooker, receiver First National
"going on" if he tires of one par.
approved securities, bearing legal Bank; First National Bank of Maythe heart of the business district.
E are anxious to have all our friends see the
ticolar contest.
,nterest from the day of sale un- field, executor of J. A. Dulaney,
Track meets are colorful and
McCormick. Deering No. 7 Enclosed - Gear
til paid, and hiVing the force and deceased,
Defendants
beautiful to watch. That heavy,
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
•
TO'WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Mower. It is one of the finest pieces of farm equipment
By virtue of a judgment and
well-muscled body that tosses the
prepared to comply promptly
Take notice that Eugene Hughes be
Calloway
Cirsale
of
the
order
of
have
ever
sold
...
and
one
of
the
most popular, tool
we
with these terms.—Georg&S. Hart,
shot put and discus; that well-dedid on the 3rd day of -Mar 1938:'
cuit Court, rendered at the May
Master Commissioner. •
veloped pair of legs that carries
For example: The entire operating mechanism,
file in the office of the Clerk of
term thereof, 1938, in the above
one
over
the
high
jump;
that
nerincluding drive gears, differential, and counterishafts, is
Calloway County Court his applicause for the purpose of payment
v.us, tensioned persona with smooth
of debts, and costs herein expendcation for a permit- to operate a
assembled compactly in an oiltight gear housing and
and
rippling
muscles ,for the'
ed. I shall proceed to offer for
Road House in Calloway County,
runs in a bath of oil. There are ten high-grade roller
sprints and hurdles. Really it's a
sale at the court house door in
outside the City Limits of Murray,
1 Ming of beauty.
Murray. Kentucky, to the highest
bearings, six on the main axle and four on the counterKentucky. All persons who debidder at public auction, on Monsire
to
protest
the
issuance
of
is
so
Operation
smooth
and
shaft.
noiseless that you can
day, the 23rd day of May, 1938. at
such permit are advised to con1 o'clock or thereabout (same
Calloway circuit'Court
scarcely hear the light hum of the sickle!
tact Wells Overbey, County At- L. W. Imes. .
being county court .day), upon a
Special oil seals at the ends of the main axle and flytorney, Calloway County,, before
Plaintiff credit of six months, the following
wheel shaft, and the oiltiglit gear box prevent leakage
the next County Court Day, May
where the True Courtesy of the
described property. being and lyVS. JUDGMENT
23. 1938. And all individuals have Carlos Roberts and Lucile Roberts, ing in/ Calloway County. Kentucky.
and protect all working parts against the entrance of
Fred Shultz, resigned superin- a lawful right to protest the issuSouthland guarantees a cordial reDefendants towit:
dirt and other abrasive materials. Floating action of
tendent of Unicn county schools, ance of said permit.
Forty (40 )acres in a square in
By virtue of a judgment and
ception and a pleasant sojourn.
north west corner of the south
has accepted a position• as an incutter bar provides ample play without disturbing knife
Signed—Mary Russell Williams order of sale of the Calloway Cir- the
cuit. Court, rendered at the April west quarter of Secticn 30. Townstructor in Ric college of educeClerk Calloway County Court
registration.
term thereof, 1938, in the above ship 3 Range 4 East: and being
tit Murray State College, it
cause itr the purpose of payment the same land conveyed to" Z. P.
was announced by that institution
'RAKES,
of $503.38 with 6 per cent interest Ezell on August 18, 1888, by B. L.
SICKLE GRINDERS. HAY
this week.
Write
from the 15th day of April. 1938. Ezell as shown of record in deed
HAY PRESSES
superintendent of
Shultz was
TURNER MILAM.
'book
2,
page
44.
herein
exand
costa'
until
paid,
Sturgis city schools until they TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: pended. I shall proceed to offer
Also sixteen (16) acres off of
Assistant Manager
Take
notice
that
J.
IV.
Hutchens
were consolidated with the county
for sale at the court house door in the north end of the east half of
For Reservation
did
on
the
3rd
day
of
May,
1933,
schools last year. He' is a former
Murray. Kentucky, to the high- the south east quarter of Secpresident. of the Second District file in the office of the Clerk of est bidder at public auction, on tion 25, Township 3 Range 4 East:
Murray. Kentucky
Calloway
County
Court
his
appliMonday, the 23rd day of May, Also fifteen (15) acres off of the
Educaton Association, director of
the Kentucky Education Associa- cation for a permit tO operate ,a 1938, at 1 o'clock or thereabout south end of a sixty (60) acre
tion, president of.the Western Ken- 'Road House in Calloway County, (same being county court day), up- tract known as the Henry Beach
six months, the fol- land lyttig on the east side of the
tucky
Athletic Association, and cutside the City Limits of Murray," on a credit of
lowing described property, being
chairman of the SeConct,,District Kentucky. All persons who desire
to protest the issuance of, such and lying in Calloway County,
Scholastic League.
permit are advised. to contact Kentucky. towi_
Fifteen (15) acres of tend In .the
Wells Overbey, County Attorney,
S. W. Corner of the S. W. Qr. of
Calloway County,, before the next Sec. 25. T. 3. R. 4. E. beginning at
County CoVrt Day, May 23, - 1938. the S. W. Corner of ' said Qr.:'
And all individuals have a lawful. thence East with South boundary
right to peotest the, issuance -rftif line of said See. seventy-two (72)
THE WESTERN DISTRICT said permit.
poles and -throe and one-half(344)
OF KENTUCKY
North
Signed—Mary Fussell' Williams, links to a rock; thence
/
4)
Clerk Celloysay„Cettnty Court thirty-three and one-fourth 4331
poles_ and six (6) links to a rock;
.thence South eighty (80) degrees
Farmer,
and twenty (20) minutes West
seventy-two in/ poles and three
To the creditors of John Farmer
/
2) links to a rock:
and one-half (31
of Murray. Kentucky..in the Countherke North thirty-three and cne-•
ty 'of Calloway, and district aforehalf (331
/
2) poles and six (6) links
said; a bankrupt.
to a rock; thence South eighty
Notice is hereby given that on
Calloway Circuit Court
,80) degrees arid twenty (20) minA most welcome spot for the IA.U111$ ille visitor! the 30th day of April, 1938. the Albritton Bros. & Simmons,
utes: West seventy-two c72) poles
said John Farmer was duly adPlaintiff and three and one-half (31
/
2) links
A place where gracious southern hospitality
JUDGMENT
to a rock on West boundary line of
judicated bankrupt; and' that the
jn
to answer and make calls? One or more extenst
right
home"
at
honestly makes you "feel
first meeting of his creditors will Sirrilla Wilson the heirs and said land; thence South to the beNitli
#A1:%le4
sion telephones, (costing only 75c a month) her
the center of every t bins!
be held at the -Law Office of Wells creditors of Albert Wilson; Mattie , ginning thirty-three 133) poles and
same land deedThey were stylLit in their day—but their day is the bed upstairs or in aom.i other easr-to-get-to
Overbe): County Attorney. Murray. Wilson, Oscar Wilson; Brent Wil- (6) links, this: is
son; Mrs. Brent Wilson. Saunders ed to W. 0. Hargrove by. W. J.
The famous Seelbach STABLES offers the
place makes using the telephone-easy. comfortgone. In our homes, too, we have said farewell to
Calloway- County. Kentucky. on
1917,
and
deedWilson;
Crouch
on
Dec.
4,
at
Coleman
and
drinks—and
Wilson;
Mason
food
appetizing
best in
old-fashioned ways. We have taken this comfortable—affords greeter protection in emergencies
the'23rd day of' May, 1938, at 10 Wilson and Mrs. Mason Wilson,
by
W.
0,
to,
Carlos
Roberts
ed
modest primal
o'clock, in the forenoon, at which
bringing, convenience-laden modern age into our
and gives more privaev. The most conveniem,
Defendants Hargrove June 21..1919, also all,
time the said creditors may 'atBy virtue of a judgment and that part of the following fifteen
hearts and adopted it as our own. But what about
comfortable and modern 1”111111e4 of toilsw have
Be our guest on your nest trip to Lotois‘ille
tend: prove their claims, appoint order of sale of the Calloway Cir- 1151 acres described as lying West,
your telephone facilities? Does only one teleextension telephone* in handy locations. To
—and dieeoler the erten pleasures the are
trustee, easarnaine the beoltenpt, cuit Coull: rendered-- at the April of public road the same being in
,„pbone still serve your whole house? Do you still
order an extension, just call the tcle!hope Dusiyours otivui you stop at the SE-KL-6414:11.-- a_
ter'in„
.
iltereor
E:
Cerriel`
Of
W:
QT.
of'
and teinsact such other business
climb rutin ee ekose from ono place to another
mese Oats;
tatIvaetie Forme* la amply&
°`
iftIM Eft C. CARIII1F.R. m•nsa«
as ma, properly come before said cause, for the purpose of payment Sec. 25 T. 3. R 4, E. beginning at
df $25.25, 662.56 and $1415.63, and S. E. corner of said tract as
meeting.
costs herein expended. I shall prothence North thirty-three
This May 12, 1938.
ceed to offer tat mire at the court and one-half (33)4) poles to a
Malcolm
KENTUCKY
P.
Watfice,
-LOUISVILLE,
SEELBACH
house door in Murray. Kentucky, rock; thence South._ eighty-eight
HOTEL
1NCOCPOPATCD
'
- -Referee 40---lianiamplay- to—the ntettest -bidder at ptrbile 88) degrees and tweffty-1
.20r.trrur —
.
•

Betweenthe Rivers

Light Conferees
Agree to Sell, If - •

I

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Order of Reference

COMMISSIONER'S
S kit

'

McCormick-Deerin

No. 7 Enclosed-Gear Mower

NOTICE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

The Finest Food
The Utmost in.Service
The Cor4ort of Home

The Quiet, Long-Lived Mower That's Easier
on Horses and Driver

W

NOTICE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Shultz to Teach
At Murray State

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

NOTICE

SEXTON BROS HARDWARE

My Old Kentucky
Home in
Louisville ..

in the District Court
Of the United States
FOR

IS YOUR HOME
STILL WEARING
0
Zi
-

,C011911 JONER'cl
SALE

)01/11/N•

vg.

RATES

FRO14
t2oo

SOUTHERII BELL TELEIH011fADDTELEG.RAPH .compfiny,

-

a

-•
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a
--- "College
Hobo," '37; "Campus eretta, "Shooting Stars.* .
38.. memcent ahead of 1936. and only nine
Committee
Quarantine," '38; member of bas- bet F.F.A., member softball team.
per cent behind 1937.
• • • •
ketball team all four years. memHilton Williams
THINGS TO WATCH FORber of F.F.A.
Hilton is the son of Mr. and
•
Paper cups with handles for servErvan Beaten
Mrs Charlie William's of near Lynn
Mary Aaderson
Mr. and Mrs. pow Jones of Muring hot drinks . . . Bread made
Ervan is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Grove. He took part in the follow- Cochran Will Lead Delegation
visiting_ Mayfield ExperiMary is the daughter of Mr. Hugh ray, Route 1. She was chosen val- Mormte Houten of near Beech ing activities: Plifys--"Fool's Holih peanut flour . . . A device
ment Farm Monday
clamps to the kitchen fable Anderson of Tr -City She has com- edictorian of her class and took Grove His high school activities daa," "Up the Hill to Paradise,"
,sehich
iwit
4
NEW YORK. May 19--BUSINESS • and 2,Outi 000aness ..ns t..n.:ly dwell-; and makes short work of shelling pleted' her entire school work at part in numerous activities. Plays- are: Plays-"Cheerio My Deana," "Cheerio My Deario," "Hard BoilMembers of Calloway county's
-Reflecting a new spirit of co- : ings in the low-price brackets. In peas, lima beans and slicing string : Lynn Grove, §ite has taken part •'Up the Hill to Paradise," "Plain '37; "Hard Boiled," '38; Oeretta- ed," member basketball team '37,
operation between government and I fact the outlook appears so prom-I beans . . . an aluminum tube l in the following. activities. Plays- Jane," "Me, Him and I," "Campus "Shooting Stars," '38; public dis- '38, member and president of F.F.A., soil improvement committee, headprivatt7 utilities. the stock market stanag to Frank Taylor. noted Brit- i which can be inserted- in the neck "Plain Jane," '37; "Me, Him and Quarantine.- "Showboat Minstrel," cussion '37, interscholistie test in member '4-H club, president of ed by County Agent J. T. Cochran, will attend the annual field
last week gave a display, of ish builder visiting here, that he of a milk bottle to draw oft the I I." '37; Dramatic Club: F.F.W. Club. "Here Comes Arabella," Operetta- agriculture, "Showboat Minstrel," junior class.
day celebrating the twenty-fifth
strength not . seen for several intimated last week he might enter 'cream . . . a medicine dropper Pep Club, '38. Utopia Society.
'My Tomboy
Girl," "Shooting Utopia Society, member F.F.A.,
Teddy Webb
anniversary of the Mayfield soil
months. Wheat prices held steady -rthe building business' in this coun- , that also can be used; as an atomgirls
'chorus,
Stars."
mixed
chorus,
mixed chorus '37, '38, boys chorus
('odie Cbchriiim
Teddy is the son of Mr. and Mrs. experiment field at Mayfield on
despite a government' crop report try. He defended the 10 per cent izer . . . a combination reading
F.F.W. club, Utopia Society, pep '35.
Houston Webb of Hazel, Route 1. Monday. May 23.
Codie is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
predicting- the second largest win- down payment plan now available, lamp tied electric fan . . . shortclub, '38, member debating, team
Quinton Sims
Teddy took part in numerous acJohn Coehrum ef Lynn Grove. He
Cochran said that since the soils
.ter wheat harvest in U.S. history. stating that, -down payrnents as wave auto radios to enable motortivities as follows', Plays-"Plain of the experiment field are rep- ,
hisuentirt high 35, '36, '37, '38.
also
has
completed
Quinton
is
the
sonof
Mr.
and
stations
..
.
up
foreign
'worked
ists
to
pick
cent
have
small
as
five
per
is:none
Current business -.activity
Eugene
Jones
Mrs. John Sims of Lynn Grove. He Jane," '37; "Me, Him and I," '38; resentative of considerable land in
green-colored sway to make golf school course at Lynn Grove Codie
too good, but businessmen on the out satisfactorily in England
• • •• •
courses' ,and lawns look natural has taken part in the following • Eugene is the son of Mr. Ed has spent three years of high Operetta- "My Tomboy Girl," '37; thy surrounding counties, a study
.
firing line Say ttie foundation • is
high &hoot activities: Plays-"Plain Jones of Murray, Route 1. He spent school at Lynn Grove, spending his "Shooting Stars,' 38; "Showboat of the plots and a consideration
oeing laid forosa strong recovery.
DO YOU KNOW THAT-One and healthy •in •all• seasons.
•
Jane." '37; member F.F.A.: member all four yearsaat Lynn Grove and freshman year at New Concord Minstrel," "member F.F.A., mixed of the results of the study should
They point to the easing of tett- out of every_ six farm automobiles
HEADLINES-Passport applies- basketball team all four years; took, part in the following ac- High School. He has taken part in chorus '35, '38, '37, '38, interschol- prove both interesting and profiteion betWee-0-11P'ernment and bust- iis this country is . ten years old
little test English composition III. able.
•
Vas "Shooting Stars," 18.
tiOn.s by American tourists dec
tivities: Plays-Poor. Holiday"
The meeting will start al 10
per
cent
in
first
four
months
Kathleen
Dunaway
the
'35:
"Up
Hill
ities:
Plays
to
-"Campus
Paradise,"
'36;
Quarantine,"
at a low level The latest govern25
are
cliscatalogues
a
year
0.000
o'clock Monday morning with a
ment spending program will begin tributed by Sears Roebuck: each • . . Secretary of Interior Ickes - Kathleen is the daughter of Mrs. "Me, Him and I." '38; "Campus '38; Operetta-"My Tomboy Girl,"
tour of the plots. with varying
to take hold within three months. Catalogue
about $1.00 to bans sale of helium ti Germany Eva Dunaway of Lynn Grove. She Quarantine," '38; mixed chorus, '38; '37; "shooting Stars," '38; member
costs
growth stages being shown in
pep club '38; member of F.F.A.
The auto industry is expected to print and mail ... 14 to 18 pLunds . . . Europe has most Severe freeze- Vas Spent all four years itt-Lrib Member' F.F.A.
We are all working out here comparison with fertilized and unmake heavy purchases -of steel and of sulphur will enter into each in 80 years, stimulating shipments Grove. She took part in the followW. D. Kelley
'33, '38, '37, '38; member 4-H club
near machine tools 'this summer bale of this year's cotton crop, tie. of fresh, canned and dried fruits ing activities: Plays-"Fool's HoliW. D. is the son of Mr. Charlie '33, mixed chorus '37, '38; inter- now. Some of the folks have fertilized areas set to specific
for radically changed 1939 models. cording to Freeport sulphur Corn.' from Miami and other southern day," "lip the Hill to Paradise," Kelley of Lynn Grove. He has scholastic contest in American lit- their tobacco set. Truman Oliver crops. The many years' results of
__ e.
planted his cotton this week. Guy the fertility experiments will be
pony; sulphur is a major ingrese. port clues _ . . Railroads formally "Plain Jane," "Here Comes Ar- spent all four years at Lynn Grove. erature.
•- s • •
---•
Moore planted his corn last week. summarized.
Annie Lou Smothernian
ent in making fertilizer . . . The notify, 1.000.000 employes of plan abella," sMe. Him, and I," "College W. D. took part in the following
reason
Lunch will be served at the
-- W4SciLsitiTON-Tiie real _tvag_
wages 15 per cent July 1 Hobo,"
Mrs. Myrtie Edwards and Mrs.
eld
to
iotaled
in
1937
nation's
f
losses
Operetta-"My
Tomboy'
Annie
Lou
is
the
daughter
of
activities:Plays--"Fool's
Holidays"
that the House voted _the
field.
house
have
been
Edwards
Roy
to
White
bill
goes
tax
•
•
New
$8.000:D00
•
drop
of
$265.olsomcs
a
Girl," "Showboat Minstrels," "Cot-1 '36: "Up the Hill to Paradise," '38: Mr. and Mrs. Jess Smotherman of
a
-.•
In he afternoon, Prof. George
and hears bill out of committee . is from. 1936: largest
disaster was the House: .expected to - raise . $5;300.- ton Blossom Minstrel." trio, mixed "Plain Jane," '37; "Cherrio My near Taylor's Store. She took part cleaning -this week.
that congressmen want to be on
fiscal
year
revenue
in
1939
090.000
May
and • Dorothy Roberts, who established the exLouise
Misses
Hmdenburg at Lakehurst last
chorus,
mixed
quartet,
pep
club
of
in
the
following
activities:
Plays=
Deario,"
'37;
"Me,
Him
and
I,"
38;
periment field in 1913 and who
the popular side of this issue when when property damage v.-as S4.000.- • • • April bi,esiness .4 the plumb'38; dramatic 'club, girls chorus, "Hard Boiled," '36; member of "Up the Hill to Paradise," "Plain Moore and T. D. Wilson have been
they face fall elections. The Senstill directs its work, will discuss
000 . .. For. the 13th year the Bible mg division of Briggs, Manufactur- Utopia Society, senior play, "Cam' basketball team, '37 and '38, presi- Jane," "Here Comes Arabella," picking strawberries for Robert
ate. however. is almost certain to
"Sod Improvement". W. C. JohnsIsm,
.
world., best „teu_ ing Company highest on record
pus -Quaraatina.".
dent of senior clasi.
Operetta-"Shooting Stars." "Show Crouse.
.
'
-West•
-f- ii
shelve. the measure O
-tone, field agont us agronomy, will
Maiirine'
Redder
-OUE13101-13
mg book with us Circulation of 7.- •-• •
Miss
•
- •
"
James
Warren
Erwin
Minstrel"
boat
"Hard Boiled,"
James Kelso
amend it to apply only to howls 300.000 copies. printed in 197 Ianthen discuss the growing of winter
sister;
her
week
with
visiting
this
James Warren spent all four
James is the son of Mr. and Mrs. girls chorus, mixed chorus, F.F.W.
Southern senators ' are afraid the
cover crops and hybrid corn.
of
near
KirkParvin
Adams
g uages and dialects . . .
Mrs.
years at Lynn Grove and took part Eurie Kelso of Lynn Grove. He club, Utopia Society, dramatic club,
.
measure will 'destroy industry in
Ballard. Calloway. Fulton. HickCOUNTY AGENT NOTES in the following activities: Plays-- took part in the following high 4-11 club '36. Annie Lou was chosen
• • •.
their ,states. The President is being I
Edwards has been very non, Graves, Livingston, Marshall,
Robert
"Plain Jane,"'37: "Campus Quar- I school activities: Plays.-"Cheerio prettiest girl in senior class.
urged to take the stump in defense ; N.E.-..Ils, ne•L'AILINtr-Variety,
w
busy this• week picking up corn and McCracken counties wet be
A recent survey of small grain antine." '38; Operetta-"My Tom- My Deario," '37; "Hard Boiled." '38; ...-•
Martha Nene Stark
of New Deal policies this surnmer,1 store sales, reflecting- the .effilct of
represented . at the meeting.
stalks and plowing.
fields
f
shtws
the
presence
of
army
Martha
Nelle
is
of
a
few
Girl,"
"Showboat
the
daughter
soil
viert
boy
Operetta---"My
Tomboy
Girl,"
'37;
Minstrel,- It is 'believed he
the shifting date of Easter, were
Mr. Don Wilson visited Mr. and
worms.
These
as!
up
6
5
may
cause.
damage
F.F.A. member, scholastic contest "Shooting Stars." '38; boys quartet, Mr. and Mrs. Dumas Stark of
of the rreiSst critical states, such
per cent last month over.
It Pays to Head the Claaalled•
Mrs. Guy Moore. Monday.
Kentucky. Ohio . and California.1 April. 1937. Department store sales to crops within a few weeks. The in algebra
II, mixed chorus, mixed quartet boys solo, '37, mixed Murray, Route 4. She took part in
Lewis visted at Reelfoot
Hatten
but it is doubtful if he can be I shoy;,,ed a small, drop. howe,•,.e,., of worms are now almost an inch in "Shooting Stars"-Operetta '38.
chorus, member basketball teani numerous activities: Plays- "Fools Lake recently.
Hat,ten said he
persuaded to make ,a sweeping I thiee per cent' Retailers report an length and are feeding on the
Holiday." "Up the- Hill to E'ara- was going to Nashville soon to
Ortis Guthrie
'37 and '38, member F.F.A.
lower
leaves
at
the
base
of
wheat,
tour of the country.
dise,"
"Plain
Jane,"
"Cheerio
My
is
the
son
of
Mr.
dresles•
()its
and
Mrs.
Ads
Neale
jersey
interest
in
: • increased
whistle on the Grand Ole Opry
.
wear. Lower- rye. and barley plants. They will Cletus Guthrie. He took part in
Ada is the daughter of Mr. and Deario," "Me,' Him and I," "Hard program.
1 for late spring
•
to
continue
feed
there
some
for
easily
F.F.W.
Boiled,"
"Utopia
Society.
the following activities: Plays- Mrs. Curtis Neale Of Lynn Grove.
REAL ESTATE-White most in.;I priced silver fox pelts were
John W. Duran and daughter.
time. finally moving up . the plant "College Hobo," '37; "Hard Boiled," Ada took part in the following ac- club, girls chorus, mixed chorus,
vestments have depreciated auring 4' disposed of at the auctions in
Mrs. Ellis Wrater, visited recent- '
o ..
o
stripping
the
,
leaves
-and
severing
'38; "Showboat Minstrel.' '35;
tivities: Plays- "Fool's Holiday," pep club, 4-H club.
the last year. real estate ..valueS;t 1sieW-Vork last week, and furriers
ly with relatives of near Clarksthe head. At that time• the plant
Coda Lathen Salter
inn. of F.F.A.
'35; "Up the Hill to Paradise," '36;
have held up remarkably wel1.11456HPIre that 'August fur, sales may
ville. Tenn, Mr. Doran remained
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
lei_the worm..
Cori I.athen
Jane, '32; lidess_lilne-and
84 per cent of Arnericin citka eiteeed last --freer s s
-an-extaoded_ ViSet..MONEY BACK
and they will • 'reek new territory
Alfred is the son of Mrs. Goldle I," '38; "Campus Quarantine," '38; and Mrs. John Suiter of Lynn
property and rental values ate .te- ;1 cry experts say that large. wide:
all
sitting
around
the
We were
THE W IILA RD TREATMENT hoe
niarehing‘in-bereies. They can
by
fashion
the
take
will
hats
brimmed
were
i
Plays
-"Me,
Him
and
I,"
Haneline
of
Grove,
as
high
today
as
triey
St.
ported
Louis, MO. He Utopia Society, dramatic club, pep
fire Friday afternoon when Trubrought prompt, delnite relief In
be stopped at this - stage by the
thousand,of apses of Stepanek end
Operetta-"Shooting Stars," mem- man Oliver looked through the
a . year ags. Real estate- men Con- I lead this summer. Attendance at
Spent all four years at Lynn Grove club, '38.
leandenel Mane, due to Hyperon&
use of dust furrows .and poisoned
furnishhome
national
spring
MO, and oi her forras of Sioraddi Du',Lieut. to call attention to the press- i the
ber basketball team '36, '37, '38, window to see a fox crossing the
and took. part in the following acMilton Parks
bran' bait. .
01'33 (11.1! to EICP31 Arid. SOLD ON
ing need for 'between $1 500.000 I Ines show in Chicago was 20 per
field. We all took a peep at him
Milli% is the son of Mrs. Lillie member F.F.A.
For own Ilete inIS DAYS
The dust ftirrow is Made by tivities: Plays-"Fool's Holiday,"
form/lit I,'n read "Willard's
and then he was gone with the
'Gear! Wheeler
dragging a keg or log several aLlp the Hill to Paradise," "Campus Parks Jones of Lynn Grove. He
of Nalhof." Ask fur it-bor-at
Gearl is the son of Mrs. Wheeler wind.-"Sweep Pea".
'lines up and down a previously Quarantine," member basketball took part in the following activ.wed furrow.
This makes a team all four years, member of ities. Plays-"Prairie Rose," '35; Clark of South Pleasant Grove,
Dale & Stubblefield
Read the Classified Commit.
"Wild Flower of the Hills," '36; Plays-"Cheerio My Deario," Op•eepssided barrier of duSt over F.F.A.
•JOhn Jr. Hutchens
sat the worms cannot climb.
John is the son of Mr.-and-Mrs.
T. kill the worms, poisoned bait
uld be used iiitoribeetion with John Hutchens of Lynn Grove. He
ss dust-furrow. Mix 25 poured) took part in .the following activ• bran and one pound of Paris ities. "Showboat Minstrel," num-en, with a quart or -two o ber F.F.A.. Operetta's-"Shooting
saap molasses disidved in 2L4 gal Stars." '38.
-Dementia praecox. split mind. crazy and rens of water.. This is; broadcast
Maaresse Henley
- and criminal insanW
ligious, ferocious, humbl'
ti
the worms at the - rate of 1
Maurene lis the daughter, of Mr.
also extreme- nervousne.:441practically all car
• a pounds per acre...,
and Mr. Allan Henley of Tri-City.
be traced to an injury at the base of the skull, tw-,
Also Kills Catweensi
She took- part. in numerous activThe mixture above described ities. Plays-"Up the Hill to Paralittle frail 'vertebrae. (cervicles) Atlas and Axe'
so kills cutworms, and to any dise," "Plain Jane." "Me, Him and
are made in uch a way, and placed under th.
:store for destroying either cut I. "Hard Boiled," "Showboat Minskull and on top the Spinal Column to allow great
• rrns or army worms the mo strel," -Here Comes Arabella,"
freedom of movement to the head, in a traumati.
saes should be used, because the Operetta-"My Tomboy Girl."
randition usually -the atlas, and sometimes axes art
seetness attracts the wornis and "Shooting Stars," "girls chbruS.'35;
slipped from their natural position causing one
:uses them to eat the poison.
mixed chorus %II four years. F.F.W.
both to press on the spinal cord and in due tirn,
One of the best ways to curb th club. Utopia Society, dramatic club,
convulsions
.nervou.sne,
causing insanity,
.:gration of army worms is to pep club.: '83 member debating
even death,
•s at the infested areas with poisteam,'35; '36, '37, '38.
• .-d bait before the worms start
Talmadge Jones
eseling.
Chiropractors have learned how to put these
Talmadge is the son of Mr. and
cervicle* back in place; relieving the pressure on
Mrs. Less Jones of Muiray. Route
the spinal cord allowing the patient to get well
!When You Feel Sluggish 4. He took part in the following
activities: Plays-"Me, Him and I,"
in a natural
(Constipated,
'Take a dose or two of Black- "Campus Quarantine," Operetta,
Drauggit. Peel fresh for a good "My Tomboy
Girl," "Shooting
.4-n-the-paq six months it has been our good
day's work.
Stars." "Showboat Minstrel," orafortune to have 'three young women. and three
Work seems easier, life pleasanter, torical declamation '37, '38; boys
when you are really well-free from
young' men who were extremely nervous as pathe
bad feelings and dullness often solo. '38, 'mixed _ quartet mixed
tients, two of these patientS had spent time in the
chorus, male quartet, Utopia Soattending constipation.
asylum, some of the others had been slated for
Per nearly a century, Black- ciety, member F.F.A.
Draught has helped to bring prompt,
that institution by our leading medicos. Today
. Fannie Sae Jones
refreshing relief from constipation.
these 3:oung folks are well or greatly inlproved
Fannie Sue is the daughter of
Thousands of men and women rely
doing their regular routine of work, enjoying life ,
on it.
--
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Who's Who in The Senior Class at
Lynn Grove High School
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,can prove our successful treatment of
these young folks by the best Christian men and
women that Western Kentucky affords.
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are choosing sixes. And, of course, the most popular
six of all is this new Chevrolet-the Six Supreme!
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
circle of friends was quietly
solemnized at the Methodist parsonage in Murray last Saturday
Dr. J. E. Dillard, one of the
afternoon. May 14, at three o'clock foremost preachers and leaders in
when Miss Laurine Stubblefield the ministry of Southern Baptists
became the bride of Mr. Starkle will occupy the pulpit at the mornHall, with the Rev. J. Mack Jenk- ing hour. He will bring a message
ins reading the ceremony. They dealing with far reaching ques*were attended by Mr. and Mrs. tions with which all Christians
Thanes Hargis.
must deal today.
The bride is the daughter of
The evening service will be as
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
R. P. Stubblefield and the groom follows: the Training .
- Union will
afternopn each week.
is the son of Emerson Davis Hall. me-et at 0:45, for
lasting
▪- - The bride was reared in the Cher- until 7:20, followed immediately by
ry community and the groom in the preaching service which will
Woodmen Clerk Delegates Are
with spring flowers.
They,
Entertained Al Tea
Covets were laid for Mr. and the Faxon neighborhood.
close at 7:45, promptly. that the
will reside east of Murray where
pastor may reach the High School
Visitors here for the Woodmen Mrs. Preston Berry, Mr. and Mrs.
farming.
in
engaged
is
groom
the
building at 8 o'clock where he is
Circle District convention which Freed Cotham, Mr and Mrs. Waljoy
all
them
wish
friends,
Their
to preach the sermon fo the gradassembled in Murray on Saturday, ter Boone, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
way.
the
along
Mrs. Hubert
uating class. The entire congregaMay 14. were entertained at a four Boone, Mr. and
o'clock tee at the home of Mrs. Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. George Ed
tion is cordially invited to attend
Mrs. Carney State AMIN/ President Is
annual meetc.,oi
ilho
this very important
E. B. Hoiatott with Grove 120, Overbey, Mr. and
r G Mt Of Marra Unit
H
and Ildr and
Murray, ii bestc.scs.
liresChurchill.
Mrs. Frank L. McVey, state
Sunday School will meet at the
Guests were greeted on the lawn
ident of the American Association regular hour 9,30, sharp. Every
and in the home, which was loveof University Women, and wife of class meets in a separate room
ly with a profusion of spring Bridge Crab Meets With
Mrs. Merriest
the president of the University of under the care of splendidly equipflowers, by Mrs. Kathleen Padgett,
Mrs. R. R. Meloan was at home Kentucky, was the special honor ped teachers. The Superintendent
Bobby Jtuae Padgett, Mrs. Notie
Hackett, Mrs. F. E. Crawford.. and Friday afternoon to her bridge guest at the annual banquet meet- Dr. Hugh M. McElrath, is ably asing of the local AAUW organiza- sisted by a group . of officers and
Mrs. Hugh Houston. Standing .in club.
At the conclusion of the game tion, which was held in the Na- workers in the good work the
the receiving line were Mrs. E. B.
Houston, Mrs, Bertha Reading, the prize for high score was tional 'Hotel of Murray on Thurs- school is doing. There are classes
day evening, May 12. Mrs. ,Mcstate manager, Mrs. Lois Water- awarded Mrs. H. I. Sled&
for all ages.
Lovely refreshments were served Vey spoke in chapel at Murray
field, district manager. Mrs. Ethel
Mid-Week meeting Wednesday
Celments of Mayfield and Mrs. the membeis and one visitor, Mrs. State Friday on, "What 1938 Stu- evening at 7:30. ?he members of
dents Have and Can Have."
Freeman et Paducah, state officers. K. C. Frazee.
families,
The, banquet was attended by the church with their
Mrs. Kitty Fooshee and Mrs.
friends, neighbors and visitors are
organization
local
the
of
members
Harts__
at
Surprise
Homecoming
Martha Carter presided at the
Mary Ed invited and expected to attend this
punch bowl in the dining room;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Hart and and Special guests. Mrs.
of important meeting.
president
retiring
.Hall,
Mecoy
Those of the degree staff assisting little daughter. Barbara °Wan,
• A cordial invitation is extended
over
presided
branch,
Murray
the
service Sturgis, planned a surprise reunion
room
with the dining
to all the people by the church
the
the
presented
and
banquet
.were Miss Ophus McNutt, Miss at the home of their mother and
and pattor to worship here whenMrs.
and
McVey
Mrs.
speakers
Birdie Maupin, Miss Marie Hatcher. mother in-law. Mrs. J. G. Hart
Sarah Holmes, assistant dean of ever possible.
Miss Pauline Peyner, Mrs. Lucy here Sunday.
women at the University of KenColeman, liehis Lura Barrow and
Among those Who were present
tucky and president of the 'LexingMr; Norman Klapp.'
at the family reunion were Ralph
Groves fivrn nine counties were .Hart. who has a permanent positi- ton AAUW. The vsitors from Lexington were
represented, and all were agreed on with the Postoffice at Sturgis
Mr. and Mrs. George Shrader
that the tea was a fitting climax and is one of Caldwell county's entertained in the home of Presi- and son. Gene. spent Saturday
to a very splendid day of work outstanding young busines men, dent and Mrs. J. H. Richmond night with Hobson Shrader and
morning,
and pleasure in Murray on the col- and his wife, Frances CeNan, who Thursday night. Friday
famils:..
.enlege campus for their sessions, and finished ciailege here and is now Mrs. John Rowlett cf Murray
Mr .and Mrs. Tom Langston atthe
for
tertained
breakfast
'L
with
at the National Hotel fez a de- teaching:
Dan Hart, druggist
tended church at Martin's Chapel,
visitors.
Sunday.
lightful lunch.
here. and ha wife, the former HiMrs. McVey and Mrs. Holmes
On leaving for their homes each lda Clyde Grogan. who enjoys foxMr. and Mr.s. Finis Irvin and
guest
during
also
were
speakers
former's
visited- the
children
guest was served an individual bunting. owns her own dogs and
period
chapel
morning
Friday
the
brother, Evan Irvan, and family
by the is one of Murray's most popular
ice edam
compliment
at
College..,
Mrs..
State..
•
Murray
and his nephew, Charlie Ievin, and
busines women: James (Bus) Eyer,
PhylPg - Sht,P.
Pictures of the Degree Staff Mayfield. manager of Kroger's McVey made an impressive ad- family last week-end.
a
of
potentialities
the
on
dress
Mrs. Lewis W. Cosby and Mrs.
were made on the lawn of the grocery store there, and his wife,
college education from the stand- Bertha Kuykendall visited in Jones
Houston home.
the daughter of the late Brent
point of individual . development. Mill Wednesday.
Hart. (She won a trip to the state
She reiterated the advice that
Mr .and Mrs. Lon Shrader had
Mrs. Rowlett Eatertalas At
fair as a beauty contestant in 1934:
"you get out of -college just what as their guests Sunday Mr. and
Breakfast
James Huie, manager of the
Mrs. Hobson Shrader and daughMrs John Rowlett entertained Top Hat restaurant, and his wife, you put into it".
ters, Myra Jo and June, Mr. and
greetHolmes
the
Mrs.
extended
at breakfast last Friday morning the forraer Julia Hart.
the ,studgnts of tn2 Uni- Mrs. -.George Shrader and son.
at her home honoring Mrs. Frank The other children, were Glen ings of'to
Puryear. Mr. and Mrs.
her Murray audience. Gene of
versity
L McVey and Mrs. Sara B. Holmes and Ann Vae. Glenn was one of
Aubrey Shrader and sons, Herman
as and Irvin. and Mrs. P. M. Shratier
remained
visitors
the
of
Both'
of Lexington, who were in Murray the Intball lettermen at the high
guests on the Murray campus un- of Paris. Tenn.
for the dinner given by the school last fall, and now works at
til the afternoon.
Robert Paschall remains criticalAALtat
Kroger's store. All brought gifts
Mrs. McVey said that the rela,- ly
Guests were the honorees, Mrs. to their mother and grandmother.
L. A. Farris and sdn, Owen,
tains
the
of
between
University
John W. Carr. Mrs Mary Mecoy Mrs. J. B. Daniels and Mrs. J. G.
and Murray State should were in Paris Thursday.
Hall, Mrs. A M. Wolfson. Mrs. W. Hart; there also were beautiful Kentucky
The M. E. quarterly conference
be one of friend•Up and nut cf
hostess.
the
H. Mason, and
flowers and .excellent and tasty
coavened at Mason's Chapel last
rivalry.
food. _art the afternoon, the group
Sw1ay. The Reverend My, TayThe speaker .declared she 4iliv 1
•residing direr. delivered the
ton
out to Dan's Keene and
leis. Join Milker Is Crab
many Improvements 'during /Rs sermon at the 11 o'clock hour.
Hostess
vsitcd other interesting places.
visit to Murray, notably the beauMrs. Zonie Wilson remains ill
The Thursday morning bridge
Before IMP/Meter their homes.
tiful campus and the new health
Mrs. Lon Shrader was in Paris a
club met at the home of Mrs. they gathered in their mother's
building.
few hours Sunday morning.
John Miller last week
lovely rock garden and had a
Mrs. Denny Orr and children.
She pointed out that "it is up
,
High score prize was won by pleasant discourse.
▪
to you what you get out of col- Chettie Mae and Leah were re• • • • •
Mrs. Roy Stewart.
lege. You must have intellectual cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Guests, in addition to members. Salter-Anderson
Farris,
curiosity and
be eager to do
Mrs. Make Erwin and Edith
were Mrs. E. B. Howton and Mrs.
Announcement has been made of things." The need c.f social reMyers visited Oren Paschall, SatRk.y Stewart.
the marriage of Cads Lathen sponsibility was stressed.
urday. Miss Paschall is
Sutter of Lynn Grove and Miss
In introducing Mrs. McVey. Dr.
Miss Connie Lamb has" returned
So And Sew Crab Has Parties
Mary Anderson of Tr -City. They Richmond declared that 'she is home after a week's visit with
Mrs. George Ed Overbey was were united in marriage on De:
L. W. Cosh&
Mrs.
"Kentueky's most genial, lovable,
hostess at her home Thursday cember 24, at the home of the
Mr. and Mrs.
Jones visited
_
and perfect hostess."
afternoon for the regular meeting Rev. C. C. Thompson of Paris.
The President expressed his re- Robert Paschall recently.
of the So and Sew Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Myers and
The groom is the son of Mr. grets that Dr. Herbert Drennon,
grand-daughter. Martha, were SunThe hours were spent informal- and Mrs. J. W. Suiter of Lynn
head
English
the
of
department.
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs
ly after which dainty refreshments Grove while the bride is the atwill leave July I for Mississippi L. A. Farris.
were served the members and one tmetive
daughter of Hugh Ander- State College, where he has been
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Langston
visitor, Mrs. R. L. Ward.
son of Tr -City. They are both added as a faculty member. Dr. were in Hazel shopping Saturday.
The next meeting will be with
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Myers have
graduates of Lynn Grove High Richmond also complimented
Mrs. Ottis Valentine.
School. The only attendants were William Nichols and Bill Thompson returned to Hopkinsville after a
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Suiter of St. for their work en the 1938 Shield,' few days' visit' with her parents.
Members of the So and Sew
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Myers.
Louis. Mo. Shortly after the wed- which was issued last week.
a
had
husbands
their
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bell of HuntClub and
• • • ••
Mo.,
Louis,
St.
for
left
they
ding
at
Tenn., recently visited
evening
ingdon.
Friday
dinner party
Mrs. Truman Oliver Honored
They
week.
a
spent
they
where
friends
in the-Pleasant Grove -viin
was
which
the National Hotel
With Shower
cinity. Mr. Bell was a former pashoner of the birthday of Mrs. will reside with the groom's parFriends and relatives gatherd at tor of the Hazel circuit.
ents.
Preston Berry.
Mrs. Lela Shrader was in Murthe home of Mrs. Truman pliver
Dinner was served in the main
Tuesday and honored her with a ray Friday afternoon.
dining room from a long table Stubblefield-Hall Wedding
A wedding ,f interest to their shower. Many nice gifts were- prewhich was beautifully decorated
TO A NEW-OLD HOUSE
sented. which was greatly apreci11 at('d. After the gifts were presented sandwiches coolade -grid -rake How young and bright you look
this April morn!
were served to the folowing guest.
Yet, how aloof,
Mrs. Ray Steele Mrs. Irine Adams Mrs. Fla Adams, Mrs. Martha With small-paned door and porch
and -shiny .roofAdams. Mrs. Willie Wilson, • Mrs.
R. E. KELLEY, Owner
Cera More, Mrs. Myrtle Edwards, 0 house, new-born!
Mis Maurine Reader, Brent Adams
Eva Wilson. Bette and Shirley Ann. Aye! you've forgotten—calm alThose sending gifts were Mrs. Ray-chemic Time
mond Perry. Mrs. Rudie GreenHas 'made quick pawn
field and Mrs. Jim Simmons.
Of you, and him who, on youi.
The evening was spent in conother lawn.
servation and enjoyed by all..
Made tottling rhyme.
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
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No Wonder Crowds Come to Our Stori.. When Prices Are This Low

MIYY

MONEY
SAVING

It's Dress BARGAINS Like This that Make this
Store STYLE and VALUE HEADQUARTERS!
All Highly Styled—Spectacular Buys—Every Dress

Plenty of
Sheers

A gorgeous array of new summer dress fashions
Jackets,
the popular
Bets,iefrusse
likadetUnsin
styles.

—
beaeaduisutlyilyesin,
g...11or

• Silks

• Solids
• Acetates
• Prints
• Every Popular New Fashion

New Cotton Sheers
They Take the Value Lead In New
Sununer Last Minute 'Frocks
Never have we shown such a selection of
beautiful sheer frocks, sheer batistes, organdies, fine voiles, laces and nets. The last
word in summer dress fashions at a substantial savings.

Hazel Route I

1

•

Values Up To $4.50

New Silk Frocks

Quality Chicks From
Carefully Culled and
Blood Tested Flocks

CHICKS FOR SALE UNTIL MAY 30
May 23

I
'

Barred 'Rock
White Rock
S. L.•Wyandottes
White Giants
R. I. Reds
R. I. Whites
I3iiff Orphington .
Black Minorcas
Buff Rocks

.a.-

700
. : 300
TOO
300
300
150
200 * '•75

CITY OF HAZEL

30
, 175
225
- 75
- 175,-

May

150
225
SUM•

•

100

duced to 93.80. This savings on
each thousand will go toward paying for the equipment 'for such
*length of time, approximately
three years. until it is paid for.
' War apparatus will be manned
by a volunteer department which
will be trained in its usuage.
The citizens of Hazel are certainly to be congratulated- on
their progressive movement.

11•••••••••••••••••••IM.IM10.11111.011.0..M.IM.1•111.41

TRY THIS FOR
ACID STOMACH

Marvelous Values
A group of high quality
dresses In she., silk chiffons.
silk shantung% and lovely
crepes, colorful new prints
and solids.
VALUES TO $5.95

•Chiffons

t

8c Each in Small Quantities.
One Week Old Chicks 8c

ish

Murray Hatchery
PALJRRA-r-KT•'

L. E. OWEN

•
,
•
a
Fire, Windstorm, Auto Liability. Compensation, '
_Health and
-_- —ACC-fdea

INSURANCE
, WE WRITE BONDS'

•Crepes

Dualitv dresses to the last detail
—exclusively styled, lovely silk
crepes and chiffons in all the
favored solid shades. flowered and
small figured prints—a real money
saving dress value.

Chltdren's Footwear
Straps, Ties, Oxfords

411.1.oilo.M.011
,
1•••••••4•NEMPAINIP.0011.04,..•,4M.

•

•
•••••••.••••••-•t•

viwol

Thrilling Values in New Footwear!
That Afford Genuine Savings
•STRAPS •OXFORDS •TWO STRAPS •TIES
•CUT OUTS •SANDALS
An unlimited selection of smart new footwear styles for
misses—High, medium or low heels.

• WHITE

BOYS-GIRLS

14

omen and

• LONDON TAN
• BLACK
• BROWN
•GREY

$1.98

You Save 50c to $1 a Pair!
Save on the New Styles in

Sturdy, attractively styled footwear for boys and girls, several
styles to choose from at a rest
money saving price.

Blacks, Whites, Browns

Children's 79c
2-Strap
Sandals, only

49c

BOYS' OXFORDS
•BLACK

$1.69

• WHITE

$1.98

Attractive new styles for boys. All sizes up to trig 6, at real savings
Men's Genuine Calfstan Oxfords—Black, White
Broon, 2-Tone, Solid Leather. All Style Toes

Knock Out Values

Men's
Pants
Manufacturer's
SACRIFICE
Values To $2.29

98c $149
Every pair made for a salesman's sample — it's a real
pints "buy" men! Hundreds
of pairs in every pew pattern for summer wear.

$2.98

$
Men's Guar.
Work Shoes

.49 & $1.98

21c
Pepperel Sheeting, yd.
15c
19c-22c 80 Square Prints
32c
Men's Blue Chambray Work Shirts
9c
19c White Pique, 3 to 10 yd. length, yd.
29c
Men's-Boys' 50c-79c Polo Shirts
Women's Fast Color 80 Square Print New Summer
49c
Styled Dresses
$1.00
444--s'y $1 Dress Shirts, 55c,2 for'
69c
81x90 Pepperel Sheets
6c
Best 10c Brown Domestic, yd.
Men's Fully'Reinforced, 80 Square Nainsook Union
49c
.,
Suits, 69c Values
Men's Covertiand Chambray Work Shirts in Blues,
49c and 79c
Greys, Tans, Taxi Mixtures, at
Boys' Play Suits, Union Styles, Covert and
39c, 49c and 69c
Hickory Cloth

. malStores
nab:

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
Phone 159,—M4rray,•Ky.

ALL SIZES

Men's Pants, full cut, better made, in
amazing new medicine for
Denims, Twills, Coverts, Special . 79c
Ada Stomach that Is so popular to..
day is LANG'S COMBINATION
TWATMENT. Bottle No. 1 used
In conjunction with Bottle No. 2 Men's New Summer Socks and
10c and 15c
gives your system a thorough
Anklets,
cleansing, bringing out old, poisonous matter that you would not heifer; was to your festival and that
bean sausing gas pains, sour
otarnaoh. laspoosness and headaches
Inc sg,stInf LANG'S COMEINAATI4RNr relieves Gas
IGO*
and chronic constipation in no time.
Try it and sea,

The

All Chicks $7i5 Per Hundred

'Book Your Order for Date You

i Continued from Page 1, 2nd Sec.)

But, them you'll ne'er forget who,
hand in hand,
Love's mirage bore,
.From child-hood's humble acid,'
emie -door
, s,
To where you stand. —Prentice Douglas,

• Crepes

•Chiffons

Inn

Murray Hatchery

.98

All Sizes

VALUES TO $2.95 $1

••••oli•mmair-•••

•

•
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Milstead Says Legion'Seeks Membership
Quota of 200; Already Has 144 Enrollees

Midway News

Cedar

KY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 19. 1938.

Knob News

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Winchester
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
with the church here. Those of day night guest of Mr. and Mrs..
and Mr. and Mrs. Tom' Morgan
other denominations moving to Sun Clayton.
and children.
Murray shoulp join in with their
Sunday. May 22. 38
Miss Mende Mae, Mildred and,
Mr and Mrs. John Ralph Clark . The attention of the 14
Methodists respective congregations. Do your Margaret Clayton spent Friday
and son of Hazel. Route 3. sts•nt
of Murray Station and Murray past to make our town a- better night with Mr. ispd Mrs. Chalineus
Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs.
..
Howard'' Witichester
and
Otho Cirasit is again called -to the Al- town. The program of every Clayton end childfen.
derogate Celebration at the Mur- church is designed to meet the
Clark of Blood River.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H: Parker and
Mrs. Pearl Williams and ion ray--Methodist Church •en Tuesday spiritual needs of all its people. , Mrs. Della Taylor spent WednesJame& Earl, Mrs. Charlie Saunders' night, May 24. when Dr. HumphOur children and young people
Mrs. Hattie
day evening with
and son. Max. visited Mrs. Helen rey Lee, of Vanderbilt Universitas will give you a Warm welcome in
l'aeors
Garner and daughters, Mary Sue will be our speaker and our guest .
their services,
.C:ayton spent Monand Frocie Mae. last Tuesday.
lints
of honor. The Rev, E. R. Roach.
J. Mack Jenkins
Miss Sue Simmons of New Providay night with Miss Levet a Like.
pastor of the Murray Circuit, will
dence, spent Thursday with -Mr.
She also visited Buchanan /fifth
and Mrs. Bill Simmons and son. assist in the serviceschool Tuesday.
This Aldelsgate celebration is
Billy Brooks. and "Aunt Linda" ed
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Bury of
to commemorate the 200th anniFrog Creek.
,and Are. Ofus
Raphael Maynard and Laverne versary of th'e heart-warming exMr. and Mrs. Chalmous Clay- Paducah and Mr.
Williams were Thursday' dinner perience of John Wesley. Every tcri were Saturday night guests of Outland spent Sunday.Swith their
guests of- Mr. and Mrs. Sip Win Methodist cengtegation in the
Mrs. Wilbur Clay__cw_
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton and sister. Mr., ahd
liams of Frog Creek.-Bullfrog. !world is supposed to observe -this
au-. and Mrs Naylor Clayton.
Miss Myrtle Lee has the measlee
occasion with a proper service.
_Miss Margaret Clayton. daughter
and we hope for her a speedy rot.
Bro. Roach and his fine people
Lex-- covery.-Sallie Jumpup.
.of the Rev C. 13. Clayton' of Lx
have agreed to join with us in this
Ington. spent the past week with
celebration. We expect not only
Mr. and grs. Hart
li
huge
qhu rpt
Parts, Term., were Sunday* night our Methodia- peerale -ha- mem- her home Monday accompanied by
LEMKE FAVORS RAILROADS
visitors of Mr.- and Mrs. Bill Sim- bers ef other denominations that
her grandfather. Mr. R. M. Clay--mons
have shared -these last 200 years
Rep. William' Lemke,- tHeN.
L Mr: and Mrs. Prentice Hart and'. in the evangelistic glow that came ton.
children. Janice and Bennie Lee,' out of the Wesleyan revivel.
A Children's Day -toren* was Dale) proposed this week 'to rerailroads by "postalizing"
were Sunday afternoon callers of
At the morning hour, 10:50 held at Mt. Pleasant Sunday night. habilitate
Mr. and Mrs. John Duncan. near o'clock, the pastor will preach The program was enjoyed by all passenger'rates to increase income
Kn
Ced
maisrses
from that source to between el.present.
Velma and Susan Lax on "The Apostasy of King Saul",
B1 and 52.000.000000
500.0't0000
was
a
Clayton
one
wh>
was
chosen
Brent
'of
God
to
Herbert
and quite a few Others were in
Bl.
Marshall
gueest
of
king
of
his
night
be
the
people.
But,
Saturday
Hazel Sunday.
Those that w,eres dinner guests alas, King Saul turned his back Clayton and family. .•
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams, on God, chose his own way that
Mr. and Mrs. Will Canady spent
Sunday. were Mr. and Mrs. Brent le to despair and the taking of Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Hart and daughter of Puryear. his 'own life. King Saul said of Irvan Clayton and daughter, MaxMr. and Mrs Hughie Osbron and his life: "I have played the tool".
ine.
daughter. and Mrs. Jennie ForgerThe service at the evening hour
Matshall Clayton and children
son: '
Mr. alai Dare werhef meson is called_ in on account of the spent' Sunday night with Mr, and
of the' Mrs. R. 1,4. Clayton.
arid en. Mrs. Jesse Simmons, and commencement eerrren
We are • Miss Ruthie Alton is spendnill
of
Mrs. Sallie Burton were Saturday Murray High School.
night guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo ,always glad to join with our the, week with hee. sister, mr•1
Burton, near Providence.
THE MUTUAL LIFE OF
.
'
schools in the observance of these Tilman Clayt
Mr. and Mrs.. Jaines Lamb were high, occasions.
NEW YORK
. Mr. and Mrs..' Noble Canady
Saturday evening guests otsters•
Our Sunday-school has room spent Sunday night with Mi. and
Linda Simmons.
Office West Side Square
for those if all ages Mrs. Ervin Clayton and daughMrs. Cleric Lax and Mrs. Lou and classes
Phone 202
, of and the Methodists moving to ter. Maxine.
Housden were Sunday caller
Murray are expected to affilliete
Miss Estelle Clayton was a FriMrs. Hogue. near Macedonia.

We were indeed sorry to learn
.
..We are hoping that thitwill be of the death of Mrs. Charlie Bailey
William B. Milstead. „commander Clure. -Joe V. Montgomery. Alton a gsocl crop year.
of Buchanan whs died Friday.
of local post No. 73 of the Ameri- McClure. Laymon Neale. N. 0.
Mrs, Ina Nesbitt. Myrtle Mae May 6. Burial was in the Scarcan -Legioreat today reported a Outland, L. E. Owen. Frank Over- Nesbitt and Agnes Dunn spent last brough graveyard.
Mrs. - Carrie Curd of Nashville.
membership of 144 Legionnaires in by, Ivan R. Outland. O. A. Puck- week in Memphis. the guests of
the Murray post These ex-service ett, Gerome Phillips, Mark Par- their sisteit, Mrs Bura Wilson. and Tenn.. 'Visited Mr. and Mrs Hen• ?Y' Ellis. Saturday, May 6, of Macemen have enrolled since last June, ker, Cameron Pot le, Flournoy attended the Cottop Carnival.
Mr. and Mrs. Wawl Curd and donia.
and Milstead hopes to gain an en- Parker.
Robert Ellis of Macedonia was
rollment quota of 200 Legion- ' John W. Robinson. J .T. Robin- daughter. Wanda Lou. spent Sat- slirprised Sunday with a
birthday
urday night as the guests of Mr.
naires.
son. Maynard -Ragsdale. Jessie RobMrs. Hardy Curd - of near dinner by home folks. Those present for the dinner Were Mr. and
"The More members we have." erts Devoe G. _Heed. John H. Ri- Hazel.
-*/
Mr. and Mrs. John Braswell are Mrs. M. SsCoursey and son Billie.
Milstead said. the better oppor- iey. E. W Riley. J. _ H. Rogers,
tunity we will tire to support Joe Gardner Ragsdale. C.. L. Sklar- spending their vacation shith his Alda - Ellis. Mr .and Mrs. Wady
T. Lueett for 'state. commander borough. Otto Swami. Harry 1. parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. T. R. Ellis of 'Nashville.. and. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ellis of Macedatia.
this year".. In a big rally here- Sledd. George 0 Starks, H. L. Braswell. They just have closed Afternoon callers were
Mr. and
their school near Kenneth, Mo.
Starks.
C.
H.
Skaggs.
Herman
in April, the local post and visitThey have also accepted the same Mrs. Rowdy Stalls; Mrs. Fannie
Smith,
R.
A.
Shell.
W.
A.
Steele.
ing delegates from Legion posts
Wisehart-Hatten Lewis and Clyde
place for next school.term,
uree Western Kentucky en- _ G J. Scarbrough, Buell Stroud.
Miss Beuthal Michaux has re- Mitchell.
W.
W.
Thompsen.
0.
B.
Turnbow.
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell spent Wedcl.rsed Mr. Lovett as a candidate ,
turned Jo St. Louie Mo., after
for department commander of Hugh Thompson. C. H. Thurmond. spending three weeks with.. her nesday morning with her, daughter,
W.
B.
Tolley,
Cliff
Mrs. Eunice Williams of Cedar
Thompson, Ed - rents, Mr. and Mrs; Alton MiKentucky- and lau ched his
na
paign.
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons .intd
Wyatt, T. E. Wallace, George R her home for p few weeks' rest
..
.
rMembers who have joined the- Williams. D. N. White. H. T. Wal- She has been sick for several Miss Mary Mitchell were Monday
"Legion this year are Claude Anafternoon callers of Mrs. Mary
drop, Cheeky 'Wilkinson. T. H. weeks.
derson. R. R. Allbritten. Connie
Mr. and Mrs. James Ralph Wells McClure and Mrs. Ada Ellis.
Smutherman. Dr. C H. Hire. Tom
- Mrs. Lue Bridges of, Jonesboro.
E Armstrong. E. ,C. Bailey. Dr.
spent Sunday as the guests of the
McElrath. Otis Maynard. B. T.
former's aunt. Mrs. B. S. Overbey. Ill., visited her sister, Mrs. Sis
A. D Butterworth. Fred Bray, L.
Waters. R. L. Kelly, and Walter Murray.
Duncan.
of MacecEnia. and other
.E. Broach. Charles H. Broach. S.
Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hamlin and relatives and friends
H. Bilengton. Bob Bray. T. 0.
Miss Betty Jo Lax spent Tuessons Richard A. and Tony. Mr.
Baucum, Alton E. Barnett
and Mrs. Wallace Baucirm and day 'afternoon with Miss Mary
T. H. 'C.chran, Curtis Crouch.
family. Percy. Loreta. Toy, R. T., Elizabeth Mitchell.
Dr. F E. Crawford. Noel Curd,
Mrs. Mary McClure spent SatJoe Pat. Ralph and baby boy, also
Rexford Cannon. F. B. Crouch. J.
W H. Finney visited Mr. and urday afternoon with Mrs. Kittie
Simmons.
Mrs. Simmons is not
R. Chrisman. Tiernan Cohoon, W.
Mrs. R. T. R. Braswell's home last
L. Cunningham. Edwin Crawford.
They brought doing so well at this writing.
Saturday night
Mr.
and
Mrs'
Conrad Weather.
musical
instruments
with
George W. Colburn. Albert Camp,
Farm Bureau directors here this their
R. W. Churchill. Shelton Canady, week were busy contacting per- them and J. 0. Braswell had his spoon. Mr. and Mrs. Neighbunt of
Fulton. and Mrs. Garnett Lutes of
Earl Collie. Charles Denham. L. L. sons in this county in an effort Violin. There were four violins,
near St-ne School house spent
Dunn, B. E. Douglas. R. H. Davis. to find a sufficient number of two guitars, one banjo and one Sunday, May 8. with
Mr. and Mrs.
mandolin, Several musical numEd Diuguid: Price Doyle. Make Er- Volunteers to start preliminary bers 37ere enjoyed by the guests. Wiley Young of New Concord,
win. J. R Edwards. Louis Ernst- surveys for a rural electrification
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Denham of
berger. Robert A Erwin. it. S. project in Calloway
borTho
o.d
m ,4P
ioo
ndl, mors
f the
joe S
iLs.
stto
en
ve
.
Hazel were guests.. Sunday. of Mr. ri.M
Elkins J. H. Etheridge
• Bureau -officials here set .Thurs- and Mrs. Wavel Alderson.
K. C. Frazee. J. K. Farmer. W. day of next week as a tentative
Mr .and Mrs. • Jake' Dunn and ens and daughter. Miss Katherine
FS- Eats. C. B. Ford. W. L Farm- *date for. such .survey; volunteers to family of Murray spent Saturday of Paris, Tendie'Were recent guests
er, Stanley Futrell. R. G. Fair:- C. meet at the .ceurthouse with engf- night as guests of Mr. and Mrs. in the home of Mr. and Mrs
Wiley Young, C. Farmer. Hugh Gingles. C. 0. neers from the state department at Billie Dunn.-"Rose Bud"
Miss Lucille Simmons and her
Giegan, Charles B. Grogan. 'Lee Frankfort-either J. D. Welch, or
brother. E. H. Who spent the past
H. Gingles. Paul B. Gholson. J. L. Kittrick.
week with their aunt and uncle
•
George Hart, Rupert Hendon. N.
The move tors:rural electrificaMr. and Mrs. Martin Flood at CotP. Hutson. H. G. Heisler. R. H. tion was eaunched during April
sage Grove. Tenn.. returned home•
Saturday evening.
Hood. Guy Hutson. Herman Hol- when County Agent J. T. Cochran
.114re. _Nellie Lax and her mother.
land- S.. 1- 'Bud) Hawkins.. • Max 'brought _Bon F. Niles, state presiAfter so •much rain I guess every Mrs. Lou Housden. were Sunday
B. Hurt, Nix Hareis,
Hens- dent of Farm Bureau. Murray
afternoon
callers of Mr. andMrs
ley.' J. H. Hensley, John Hughes. to present the case. The Rev. W. one is almost through setting toBuddy Hoirue
sts
-eCt H.A.5tUJI. -Lamar Hemline
-Paducah. district
The Rev. B. B. Boaz filled his, Miss Hilda Gray Flood ,of -CotDr. C. H. Jones. -Harmon A. izer of Farm Bureau, also pledged
tage Grove are spending the week
Jones. Ben Johnson. H. E. Jenk- his full support to the enterprise. regular appointment Saturday and with her cousins. Misses Mary and
Sundby at North Fork church.
ins. T...D. J.hnson. Aubrey James.
Pernie Mae Simmons of Mace.
• Mr. and Mrs Virgil Paschall donia.
Hubert Jackson. Carl B. Kingine
were Sunday visitors in the homes
Clifton Key. I. H,Key. J. E. Lit111 of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Paschall's. I Misses Myra and Myrtie Lane,
tleton. Jue T. Lovett, Virgil LassiMr and Mrs. Arlis Byars and •ot-Cottage Grove spent Wednesday
were- as guests of their grand parent,.
ter. Pete Laycock. %Valiant B. Mil•
eS Catnerine Morris
-4_
day guests of Mr. and /Ars..firie Mr. and. Mrs. Jim Lamb
stead. W. H. Meter. H. H. Mauput 1
Mr and Mrs, Rudy Flood spent
Kuykendall and family.
R M. Miller. W.' G. 'Miller. G. Al
.-',Iir "e`•
Mrs. Ella Kuykendall is visiting Saturday night as guests of their
Murphey. R. B. Moore. Clifton1`"'
uncle , end. aunt• Mr and•
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Mason Hugh MelueS C F.. Mc!Rule Spann. - Mrs. Spann and Johnnie Simmons.
-Mrs.
Viola
Hogue
and Miss Per-- her baby son. Dale. are ill. '
wish for them a speedy.'recovery. hie Mae $imnions _and ,Mrs. Sis
• —7Duncan
i
spent
Saturday
arternoin
Dorris McClain was on his way
i to work one day last week when with Mrs. Bile Simmelis. and 's6n,
he was thrown from a truck on William Brooks. and Mrs. Linda
Glasses Fitted
which he was riding and his back Simmons-Ky.
was'broken in the fall. He is in
Work done at reasonable
a critical condition at Noble's hosprices. 'Estimates given on
pital.
work mailed to us.
Little
Joy
Ruth
Lampkins.
LENSES cr
daughter of Mir and Mrs. J. D.
Charles Williams of Camp MurAll work guaranteed
Lampkins.
is
on
the
sick
list._
ray spent the week-end with his
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Mr. and Mrs. SIM'S Foster and parents. Mr. and Mrs. Toy WilMen Sallie Orr attended services liams and children. Louise • and
Duplicated
at North Fork church Sunday and Vernon, of Blood River.
also were dinner guests of Mr.
Misses Patricia and Peggy WainMurray
Kentucky
and Mrs. Clay Cook. scotte of Centerville. Tenn., are
The Reverend Robert Paschall spending a few days with their
. and children of Camden. Tenn., aunts. Mrs Daisy Williams and
will be at North Fork church on Pearl Williams of Hazel ffoope 2.,
the third Saturday night and SunHerman Maynard 'of New. Pr-viday in June They will present a cleric. spent Tuesday night with
program at that time.
Raphael Maynard ,of Cedar Knob,
Hildred Paschall and Mrs. Arlin
Mr. Speight and Miss Eva WilPaschall vhited Friday in Paris. liams of Frog Creek were Sune"" ,Tenn.
day dinner guests of .Mr, and
.
e•
Vetter. Leonard and Vernon Mrs. Noah Maynard and children
FOR THE
Hugh Paschall were in Hazel Sat- of Cedar Knob_
urday on business.-Happy Jack.
Miss Lovelle Oliver. who spent BRIDE OR GRADUATE
a week with Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Williams of Cedar Knob returned
17-JEWEL
to Murray last Saturday to continue her work at a hotel.
Miss Eva Mae Williams of Frog
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson
visitd Mrs Anderson's father. Ter- Creek and Miss Dottie 3,4Sy Mayry Morrts,and Mrs. Moris, Sunday. nard of Cedar Knob spent Monday
Mr.,andMrs. Odie Morris visited evening with Mr. and Mrs. Sip
Mr, and Mrs Ben Byars over the Williams of Frog Creek.
Mr's. Bill Simmons and small
week-end .
Little
Willodearr e- Goforth
is son. Wiliam Brooks, returned le
spending a two weeks' visit web Frog Creek Monday afternoon
her grand parents. She attended from a Murray hospital.
Mr, Bud Todd --spent Tuesday
church. Sunday' at North Fork.
Newspapers and magazines, these days, are full of advertiseMr. and Mrs. Arlis - Byars and night with his daughter. Mrs. Will
ments for other States and other sections. But Kentucky is- - Mary Katherine Morris were Sun- .Wairgetitt. and Mr. Wainscott and
day dinner guests ip the home df- children of Centerville. Tenn.
calling, too-- the State that offers you eerrything!.... .There's " Mr. and
Mr, and Mrs. Tern Morgan and
Mrs. One KuykendalEs.
Afternoon
guests were Edison children
were
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dinner
Cumberland Gap-with the pinnacle tow. ring above. And
Nance. Miss Ruthie Lee Fletcher. ;piens- of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Pine Mountain.- nearby. And Natural Bridge State Park
Winchester.
Nathaniel Orr. Ruben Fletcher, Mr.
and Mrs. Oat Miller and Mr. Rufe
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrsse Natural yellow gold color!
on Highway15.And Herrington Lake,and Dawson Springs,
•
Spann.
Toy Williams and children wee* 17 Jewels! Fully GuaranMartha Nell Morris is spending Mr. and Mrs. Charlie. ;Saunders
. See them all and more,
and lovely' scenery everywhere!
a few days in ,the home of her and small sonesMax Carlton, Of teed timekeepers!
even if you must frequently omit Louisville and the Brown.:
grand parent!, Mr. and Mrs. Ben EllbodsliNer. and Tommie Parker
Byars.
of Macedonia..
Well miss you, of course. But When you do come back.,t0,.
Cliallese and Doyce Morris purSunday afternoon guests of Mr.
chased a -nice pig from their uncle, and Mrs. Marvin Winchester were
the Brown, you'll think cnore of your State—and maybe
Hollin Byars: recently.
thank us for reminding you of it!
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nedemd
Spann and baby are o nthe sick
_
list.
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rAN'S CAMEO
Fine cut Cameo in a massive
solid gold mounting. Just the
gift for the boy graduate.

Solid Gold
WEDDING BAND
Beautiful new deentb! Hand
carved 14 K. Solid Gold.
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50e .1 WEEK

50e A WEEK
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$29.75

YR ROGERS I SON

3-DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

LADY'S ELGIN •-•

Georgeons center diamond
with two smaller diamonds.
Expnisite solid gold setting.

Yellow getd color! Matehing
metal bracelet! Fully Guaranteed.

$29.75
75e A WEEK

$29.75
7541‘ A WEEK.
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